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Crosstown Rivals meet
tomorrow at MSU at 7:30 p.m.
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Shift in KAC
will keep up
momentum
for ag plan

Thursday, August 28, 2008

Murray, KY 42071

WALK THIS WAY

By TOM BERRY
said."We want it to be a working
Staff Writer
document and to be a working
Kentucky
Agnculture document we have to have some
Council Chairman Dr. Tony day-to-day management."
Brannon doesn't want the orgaThe plan calls for continuing
nization's agriculture strategic investment of 50 percent of
plan to gather dust in Frankfort. Kentucky's share of tobacco setSo he and fellow members are tlement funds into agricultural
hiring a professional manager to diversification while also investmove the effort ing state general fund dollars in
forward in a Kentucky agriculture. Among
manner similar the 30 goals listed in the report,
to a trade asso- the top 10 priorities include:
ciation.
II upgrading diagnostic laboAfter ratory facilities at UK and the
months
of MSU
Breathitt
Vetennary
meetings with Center.
farmers
• addressing the critical
statewide, more shortage of large animal veterithan 50 volun- nanans in rural Kentucky.
GREG TRAVISILedger & Tans
teer agricultural
II continuing to provide Crews from the Murray Public Works Department installed new decorative crosswalks Wednesday along 16th Street at Murray
Brannon
leaders from strong support for the
Kentucky State University. The thermo-plastic material includes reflective, non-skid sections and is designed with a large, red bnck patacross
the Department of Agriculture's tern bordered by white sides. A large
number of MSU students use the 16th Street crosswalks to get to classes after parking
Commonwealth
Kentucky Proud program.
west of the campus.
Pathway
for
Kentucky's
•
considering
revenue creAgriculture and its Rural
ation instead of only job creation
Communities:
2007-2012 as a critena
for providing ecoStrategic Plan.- The plan was
turned over to Gov. Steve nomic development financial
Beshear and the Kentucky incentives.
•supporting innovative agriGeneral Assembly for action in
cultural legislation and tax law
January.
By The Assocoated Press
DENVER (AP) — Barack
However Brannon. dean of modifications to diversify and
develop
the
agricultural
econoMon ay
State
University's
Obama stands before delegates
School of Agriculture, says the my.
and
the
amnion
tonight
•pursuing dedicated funding
best way to keep the plan's
(Thursday) — the 45th annivermomentum on target is to transi- for the Purchase of Agricultural sary of Martin
Luther King Jr.'s
tion the KAC from an ad hoc Conservation Easements(PACE)
historic "I Have a Dream"
volunteer organization that only Program.
• adequately funding the speech — to accept the
meets quarterly to one that will
work year-round to promote the state's agriculture experiment Democratic presidential nomination. the
future of the Commonwealth's stations and regional university
farms.
first black
agriculture economy.
• establishing funding and
man
to
"It's going to be the same
claim such a
association but we're going to policies that promote adequate
have some professional manage- infrastructure for production and
prize.
ment,- he said. "We've got an delivery of biofuels.
The
I• streamlining the environannouncement out for applicaz drama of his
tions. When we get them all in mental permitting process for
long, emowe'll select somebody pretty production agriculture expansion
• tional pnquickly to get started on the task projects and new facilities.
:
;
'
t• mary strugof helping us to implement the
•providing funding for the
gle against
strategic plan."
Kentucky Agricultural Hentav
Hillary
Center.
Brannon said a manager on
Rodham
staff would keep work on the
KAC executive committee
Clinton
plan moving forward even as and council members suggested
part-time executive committee the plan during an Aug. 14 meet- behuld dim at last, Obama's
long-awaited convention speech
and council members concen- ing in Louisville.
will propel him into a tough
trate on performing their occupaAccording to the KAC Web
tional duties.
site, the Kentucky Agricultural sprint to Election Day. a mere
"It will be their responsibility' Development Board in June nine weeks away.
to provide day-to-day manage- approved $200,000 in state funds
Obama's march into history
ment for the Kentucky Ag over two years to assist in the
will be coupled with a modernCouncil.- Brannon said. "We all coordination, implementation, day technological effort to get
have positions, like unto mine, and continued development of most of the 75.000 packed into
all the way across the state. We the plan. Some of the funds will Invesco Field at Mile High staall meet once a quarter and then be used to provide professional dium to form the
world's largest
AP
everybody goes back to their day services and management as well
phone bank — text-messaging Sen. Barack Obama. D-III., left. and Democratic vice presidential candidate. Sen. Joe Biden,
job. Sometimes in situations like as pay general administrative
0-Del.,
wave at the crowed at the Democratic National Convention in Denver.
Wednesday.
that, unless there is some follow- expenses. printing and report thousands more to boost voter
registration for the fall.
The civil rights leader prothrough, not much gets done."
production, a feasibility study
Any edge is imperative as claimed on the steps
The council is hoping a pro- and business plan development.
of the
polls show a close race between Lincoln Memorial,
fessional manager will provide
"I have a
Applications for the position
continuity between meetings to must be submitted to Brannon on Obama and Republican presi- dream, that one day this nation
keep the plan actively in view of or before the Sept. 5 deadline. dential candidate John McCain will rise up and live out the true
lawmakers.
Information on job requirements, in the bid to become the nation's meaning of its creed — 'We
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) -- Hillary Rodham Clinton's pleas:
"We realized that we wanted qualifications or an application 44th president, succeeding hold these truths to
be self-evifor party unity weren't needed to convince Kentucky Democrats•
the document we worked so hard form can be found on the KAC George W. Bush.
dent: that all men are created
to produce not to become a his- Web
like Bonnie Gibson to switch their allegiance to Barack Obama. •
Obama accepts his party's equal."
site
at
toncal dust collector,- Brannon http://kyagcouncil.org.
Gibson, a delegate to the Democratic National Convention in.
nod on a day few could ever
Obama, known for his stirDenver. liked Clinton's experience in Washington and supported
imagine decades ago, when ring oratory, has been
trying to
the New York senator's landslide win in Kentucky's May pnKing fought for civil rights.
lower expectations for his
mary.
"This is a monumental acceptance speech.
Senior
Now the delegate from Bowling Green is on Obama's side for
moment in our nation's history,- strategist David Axelrod
Totem
IIMINICI1611112111=
TWO SECTIONS
said
the fall campaign.
Martin Luther King III, the civil Obama would lay out
Partly
a case for
18 PAGES
"I always felt that Hillary was the better of the two, but I've
rights icon's oldest son, told The sweeping political change
Cloudy
and
As
never had any problem with Obama.- she said by phone
9A
Associated Press on Wednesday. illustrate the choice voters
0
face
Wednesday. "I think he will make us a great president."
"And it becomes obviously an between his candidacy
and that
4B Ciasieved s
Obama, who faces an uphill fight against Republican John
even greater moment in of McCain.
McCain in Kentucky, has to hope other Clinton supportets are as
November if he's elected."
Comics
7B
FRIDAY
"His goal is to talk to the
easily won over. Clinton earned all but two of Kentucky's 120
Obama was just 2 years old Amencan people about the
-Loopogoaromm
Partly
chal6A Coasnimaity
counties. sometimes by lopsided margins, in winning 65.5 perwhen King addressed a sea of lenges we face and
Cloudy
what we
people on the National Mall in
18
Stkotts
Washington on Aug. 28, 1963
€p.O ON
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Obama to make historic speech

Ky. Clinton supporters
now rallying to Obama
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II Historic speech ...

Holiday prompts
changes with trash
pickup next week

From Front
need to do to solve them, and
the stakes of continuing to do
what we are doing." AxeInxi
said "I will leave it to others to
decide the inspiration factor."
Adding a touch of celebrity
to the convention's final night,
singers Sheryl Crow, Stevie
Wonder and will.i.am were
scheduled to perform, with
Academy
Award-winner
Jennifer Hudson singing the
national anthem.
After days of suspense over
whether Clinton supporters
would fall in line behind Obama
when the roll call of the states
was called, it all fell into place
in the end for Obama.
Delegates in dozens of states
were allowed to apportion their
votes between Obama and the
former first lady before Clinton
herself stepped forward to propose that Obama be declared the
nominee by acclamation.
Obama himself paid a latenight visit to the Pepsi Center,
home for the first three nights of
the convention, where he
embraced Biden and implored
the delegates to help him "take
back America" in the fall campaign.
"Change in America doesn't
start from the top down," he told
the adoring crowd, "it starts
from the bottom up."
Former President Clinton did
his part to bring about unity too.

Ledger & limes

The Murray Sanitation Department will be closed Monday,
Sept I, for the Labor Day holiday. All Monday customers
should have their containers out for pickup on Tuesday morniing
All other customers should set their containers out on their
regularly-scheduled day
The City of Murray Transfer Station will also be closed
Monday.

PolIceLogs

AP

Former President Bill Clinton addresses the Democratic National Convention in Denver.
delivering a strong pitch for the brought Demcxratic jabs at party squabble so they can start
man who outmaneuvered his McCain and President Bush into going after Republicans.
The reconciliation was taking
wife for the nomination, and prime time as Democrats sharpgoing through a litany of GOP ened their attacks after two days place, delegate by delegate.
"I was a Clinton delegate,"
policies the former president of largely feel-good rhetoric.
"These times require more said Darlene Ewing, a delegate
said were hurting the country.
"My fellow Democrats, than a good soldier. They from Texas."I'm an Obama perAmerica can do better than that. require a wise leader," Biden son now."
Also tonight, former Vice
And Barack Obama will do bet- said. "A leader who can change
... the change that everybody President Al Gore will add his
ter than that." Clinton said.
voice to the lineup of
Clinton and Delaware Sen. knows we need."
Biden's attacks on McCain Democratic luminaries trying to
Joe Biden, who accepted the
vice presidential nomination by were a big hit among delegates motivate party members for the
acclamation Wednesday night. eager to put aside their intra- fall.

•Kentucky delegates ...
From Front
cent of the vote to just 30 percent for Obama
in Kentucky's primary. Obama. a senator
from neighboring Illinois, spent little time
wooing Kentucky voters in the spring.
Sara Sidebottom, a Kentucky delegate
from Crestview Hills, confessed it was
"heartbreaking" to see Clinton at the convention podium Tuesday night as the vanquished candidate. Clinton used her speech
to declare Obama is "my candidate, and he
must be our president."
Sidebortom had already made a similar
political conversion to Obama.
"She didn't need to convince any of us
that we had to go with Barack," Sidebottom
said.

Sidebottom said those Clinton supporters
withholding support from Obama amount to
a small, vocal minority.
"It isn't an anti-Barack issue at all," she
said. "They're heartbroken because they
poured their hearts and souls into having the
first woman president."
Kentucky Republicans see opportunity to
lure Clinton supporters to McCain and other
GOP candidates.
"I personally have spoken with some
individuals in this state who support Hillary
Clinton who in no form or fashion intend to
transfer that support to Barack Obama," said
state GOP Chairman Steve Robertson.
Robertson said Obama and his running
mate. Delaware Sen. Joe Biden, "present a

to subscribe to."
Kentucky Republicans have overcome
their smaller numbers by prying away
enough Democrats to become dominant in
federal elections. The GOP holds both of
Kentucky's U.S. Senate seats and a majority
of its U.S. House seats.
Terry McBrayer, a Democratic national
committee member and a veteran political
strategist, said the rallying point for
Demoerats this fall will be "the condition of
our country."
McBrayer, a longtime Clinton loyalist,
said a surge in young voters drawn to
Mama will offset any possible losses from
conservative Democrats. Still, McBrayer
said there is no question Clinton would have

'liberal agenda that Kentuckians aren't going

been the stronger in Kentucky this tall.
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Murray Police Department
A break-in was reported at 609 S. 4th St
-A burglary was reported at 609 S 4th St
-A theft was reported at 503 Poplar St.
-A theft was reported to the police department
-A traffic accident with injuries was reported on US 641 South
-A traffic accident with injuries was reported on Main Street.
-A theft was reported to the police department.
-Fraudulent use of a credit card was reported at 503 N. First St
-A theft of a wallet was reported at War-Mart.
-A male juvenile was reportedly shooting a BB gun at windows
at Embassy Apartments.
-A hit-and-run accident was reported at Gatos.
- A criminal mischief report was taken after a customer damaged
a building at 506 N. 12th St. on Aug 22.
-A vehicle fire on South 9th and Vine Streets was reported to
Murray Fire Department on Aug. 23 at 6:43 a.m.
- Brad Walters, no age or address, was issued a citation for theft
by unlawful taking under $300 at 3:04 p.m. at 809 N. 12th St.
- MFD was contacted about a motor vehicle accident with an
injury at 250 Ingram Lane at 4:16 p.m.
- MFD was contacted about a motor vehicle accident with an
injury at West Fork Road at 12:12 p.m. Aug. 24.
-A car was reported hit overnight at 2:41 p.m. on Stanford Drive
- A dirt bike was reported stolen at 208 N. 13th St. Monday.
- Christopher C. McGraw, 22, Martin, Tenn., was arrested and
charged with criminal mischief (1st) and menacing at 8:52 a.m
at the Calloway County Judicial Building.
- Burglary to a vehicle at 803 Poplar St. was reported at 9.02
a.m.
- Theft from a home at 903 Vine St. was reported.
- A theft was reported on North 12th Street at 11:30 a.m.
- Meter tampering was reported at 633 South 4th St.
- Bad checks were reported to MPD.
- A theft was reported at 707 Sycamore St. Tuesday.
- The theft of a driver's license was reported to MPD.
- A theft was reported to MPD.
Murray State University Police
-Criminal mischief was reported at the Business Building.
-A natural gas leak was reported at the Central Plant.
-A caller reported a hit-and-run accident at Wilson Hall.
-A caller reported slashed tires at Stewart Stadium.
-A vehicle was reportedly broken into at the 14th and 15th Street
parking lot.
-Joshua Allen Abreu, Checotah, Ok. was arrested for criminal
trespassing and resisting arrest. He was reportedly selling magazines on the 8th floor of Regents College.
- A scooter parked south of Hart College was reported vandalized Aug. 21. A report for theft by unlawful taking under $300 WAS
later taken.
— Information is obtained by reports,
citations arid logs from various agencies.
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Murray-Calloway County Hospital and Dr
hn Yezerski would like to welcome Dr
reis Morgan to the new Orthopaedic
Choate

Boyd

Welch

Hudson

Associates of Murray practice
Dr Morgan received his undergraduate
egree from Harding University and
completed his medical degree at the
University of Arkansas

He then

cot; pieted his residency in Orthopaedics a;
Wharton

Jessup

the University of Kansas School of Medicine
,nere he was awarded Resident of the Year
Dr Derek Morgan and his wife. Chris.
along with their three children, have
recently relocated to Murray.
We're pleased that Dr Morgan will be
joining Orthopaedic Associates of Murray
and we're sure when you meet him you will
'
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STANFORD INIVERSITY

VINE
MURRAY-CALLOWAY
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OFFICE HOURS
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Trigg adults, juveniles
arrested for shooting
Staff Report
CADIZ, Ky. --Kentucky
State Police reports that seven
adults and three juveniles have
been charged following a shooting incident in Trigg County last
week.
According to the report. KSP
received a 911 call last
Thursday from a woman at an
undisclosed address reporting
shots were being fired outside
her residence, Upon investigation, it was revealed that two
males at the home and several
others in a vehicle outside had
exchanged gunfire.
Matthew K. Choate, 20, and

James R. Boyd, 20, both of
Cadiz and a 16-year-old juvenile were charged with wanton
endangerment.
Also Casey Welch, 18, Henry
Wharton Jr., IS. Paul Hudson,
20, James Wynn. 20, and Jacob
Jessup, 20 all of Cadiz, as well
as two juveniles ages 15 and 16
were charged with first-degree
complicity to wanton endangerment.
Kentucky State Police were
assisted at the scene by the
Trigg
County
Sheriff's
Department and the Cadiz
Police. An investigation of the
incident is continuing by KSP.
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KentuckvInBrief
Applegate resigns from Kentucky's
higher education post
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — The vice president for academic affairs
at the Kentucky Council on Postsecondary Education has
announced his resignation to take another Job
Jun Applegate's resignation is effective Sept 30
Applegate has accepted a position as senior vice president at
Lumina Foundation for Education in Indianapolis That foundation
works to expand access to college education, particularly for students from low-income families
He begins that Job or Oct
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Kentucky judge extends ban on
early prisoner release
SOMERSET Icy (AP) — A sooner Kentucky judge has extended a temporary ban on the General Assembly's plan to save money
by releasing some inmates early
Pulaski County Circuit Judge David A Tapp said he will rule in
coming days on whether to grant a temporary injunction that would
block the plan until a legal challenge is resolved. On Wednesday.
Tapp extended an existing restraining order that applies to his court
district's three counties - Lincoln, Pulaski and Rockcastle
Commonwealth's Attorney Eddy Montgomery is seeking a
statewide injunction to prevent the Department of Corrections from
releasing inmates from prison early or from dropping parolees from
supervision The plan adopted by lawmakers gives inmates more
eredit Man normal for time served on parole and uses that credit
toward fulfilling their minimum sentences
Kentucky lawmakers, faced with soanng prison costs and an estimated $900 million two-year drop in revenue, authorized the proposal as part of an $19 billion two-year budget bill earlier this year The
Department of Corrections budget is $424 5 million in the current fiscal year. which started last month. and $440.4 million the next.
Lawmakers approved the plan as part of the state's budget hill.
which means it's set to expire on June 30, 2010. The state now has
more than 21,000 prison inmates. So far, about 1,000 inmates have
been released from prison and about 1.500 parolees dropped from
supervision under the plan

Small-town Ky. mayor, son charged
with vote buying
LONDON. Icy iAP1 — A small-town mayor and his son in eastern
Kentucky have been indicted in federal court on vote-buying charges.
Court documents say 73-year-old Pinevilie Mayor Bob Marlon and
his 44-year-old son. Brent Madon, conspired to influence voters with
cash and prescription drugs during the 2006 mayoral election.
Madon won the election Of the 305 absentee ballots cast in the
election, 250 were for Madon, the U.S. attorney's office in Lexington
said in a statement. The indictment says Brent Madan offered sever31 people cash and drugs to vote for his dad.
The indictment was unsealed in federal court in London on
Wednesday. The sealed indictment was retumed In July.
Both men face a maximum prison sentence of up to 30 years if
convicted.
Bob Madon could not be reached for comment Wednesday. There
was no phone listing for Brent Madon
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KET to air MSU Sparks Lecture
LEXINGTON, Ky
Kentucky
Educational
Television will air the Harry M.
Sparks Distinguished Lecturer
Series five times during the
month of September.
The 2008 speaker for the
series was Dr. Jon Draud,
Kentucky's commissioner of
eduLation. His topic was 'Focus
on Teachers as Leaders in the
Classroom,
School
and
Distnct
The lecture, an annual even)
at Murray State University. honors Sparks. fifth president of
Murray State and a dedicated
leader in the field (il education
The college of education iponsors the lecture series
Draud was a Kentucky state
legislator from 1998-2007 and
served as vice chair of the
House Education Committee
from 1999-2007. He was director
of
School/University
Partnerships
at
Northern
Kentucky University and an
associate professor there.
His roles in education have
also included that of board of
education member, superintendent, principal and teacher.
He is a graduate of Eastern
Kentucky University, Xavier
University and the University of
Cincinnati, and is the recipient
of a number of professional
honors. He has also served on
numerous state government task
forces.
Dale Faughn, a teacher in
Caldwell County, received the
2008
Outstanding
MSU
Educator Award during the
Sparks event. Faughn. 83, is a
graduate of Murray State
University with bachelor and
master degrees and Rank I certification.
He is the recipient of a number of grants from prestigious
organizations such as the

Spurts Lecture on KET
Kentucky Commissioner
of Education Dr. John
Draud's lecture at Murray
State University will be
broadcast on KET3 on the
following dates and times
(CDT).
•Tuesday, Sept. 2 - 2
a.m.
• Monday, Sept. 15-3
p.m.
• Tuesday, Sept 23 - 8
a.m,
• Wednesday, Sept. 24
-3 a.m.
• Tuesday, Sept. 30 7:30 a.m
Mellon
Foundation,
the
National Science Foundation
and the Howard Hughes
Medical Institute.
Throughout his career.
Faughn has been active in professional organizations at the
local, state and national level.
He received many awards

SHERRY MeCLAIN/MSU photos .
Dale Faughn, a science teacher at Caldwell County High
School for 55-plus years, was recognized with the 2008
Outstanding Educator Award during Murray State University's
Harry M. Sparks Distinguished Lecturer Series. Faughn, left,
was presented his award by Dr. Randy Dunn. MSU president.
Faughn included a poem he had written in his remarks — "I'm
a Teacher and I'm Proud." Dr. Jon Draud, Kentucky
Commissioner of Education, left photo, gave the keynote
address, which will be shown several times during the month
of September on the Kentucky Educaeonal Television network.
including induction into the Kentucky's Poet Laureate in '
National Teachers Hall of Fame. 1986.
the Valley Forge Teachers
Freedoms
Medal
from
To find out
Foundation, the Presidential
Award for Excellence in Science
what's
Teaching and USA Today's Allhappenin)k
USA Teacher Team Award.
in your
He was selected by the
community.
Fulbnght Memorial Fund for a
three-week travel study in Japan
read the
during the summer of 2003.
Additionally, he was named
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Trial reset for northern Ky. man
accused of killing parents
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WiLL1AMSTOWN, Ky. (AP) -- Tile murder trial of a northern
Kentucky man accused of killing his parents will be conducted this
fall.
The Kentucky Enquirer reported lawyers for 23-year-old Russell
Bramlage were granted a Iwo-week delay on Wednesday in Grant
Circuit Court in Williamstown. That delays the start of trial trom Sept
3010 Oct. 14.
Bramlage is accused of fatally shooting his mother and lather In
their home on or about Nov. 9. 2007. Their deaths were discovered
after Dr. Terry Bramlage failed to show up at his dental practice.
His body and that of his wife Lynda Bramlage were discovered
about four days after they were killed.
Russell Bramlage has pleaded not guilty to two counts of murder.
robbery, possession of a forged instrument and tampering with evidence.

KFA s Cofer Townerier
NOTICE
111 The Murray City Council
to chair
will meet in sessitonight
(Thursday) at 6:30 p.m.
equality
Agenda items include ordinance readings on fire
hydrant meter usage (second
committee
reading), amending general
Fairness
Kentucky
Alliance's Jody Cofer was
recently selected to serve as
chair of the planning committee
for the 2009 national summer
meeting of the Equality
Federation, the national alliance
of state-based equality organizations.
Cofer recently returned from
this year's summer meeting of
the Equality Federation, whose
participants included 120 leaders of the lesbian, gay, bisexual
and transgender (LGBT) civil
rights movement from 34 state
organizations and 21 allied
groups. The summer meeting
by the Equality
hosted
Federation is the largest gathering of leadership in the LGBT
movement. KFA has been a
member of the federation since
its inception in 1997.
"This gathering is the best
opportunity available today for
statewide LGBT leaders to
come together and strategize
about what is working and what
is not working at home in the
states," said Cofer, who has
served on the committee for the
past two years. "I'm excited
that colleagues from across the
country continue to show support for the work I* ve done and
have entrusted me with this
responsibility."
Executive Director of the
Equality Federation. Toni
Broaddus, said state organizing
and advocacy work is cntical to
the group's movement's ability
to achieve full civil nghts for
LGBT Americans.
Cofer is a program specialist
for Undergraduate Research
and Scholarly Activity and the
McNair Program at Murray
State University,

fund capital expenditures for
MFD rescue unit (first reading) and levying ad valorem
taxes for 2008 property and
2009 motor vehicles and
watercraft; recommendations
from the Murray Planning
commission on rezoning portion of 506 Industrial Rd. to
industrial-based, establish a
boundary
tor
proposed
Historic Overlay District, and
accept streets for maintenance: and a petition for the
kentucky
Retirement
Systems Board of Trustees.
The public works committee
is also scheduled to meet at 6
p.m to review bids for
paving, and the public safety
committee is to meet at 615
p.m. to review bids for a
back-up rescue unit.
Dexter-Almc
• The
Heights Water District will
meet Monday. Sept. 1, at 7
p.m. at the District Water
Office located at 351 Alm°
Rd.
• The Murray-Calloway
County Hospital Board of
Trustees board member nominating committee will meet at
10:30 a.m. Tuesday, Sept. 2.
in the MCCH boardroom. A
review of by-laws. consideration of candidates, vote and
other business are on the
agenda.
IN The Murray-Calloway
County Hospital Board of
meet
will
Trustees
Wednesday at noon in the
MCCH boardroom. Dr. Jack
Rose will be recognized. An
executive session regarding
pending litigation is also on
the agenda.
II To report a Town Crier
item. call 753-1916.
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OUR READERS
WRITE
To the Editor.
For 50 years the Murray Civic Music Association has
served this area by providing "world-class" concerts at
affordable prices. During these years. well-known artists
such as Van Cliburn, Ferrante and Teicher, Chanticleer, as
well as the Louisville Symphony Orchestra and the Nashville
Symphony Orchestra have performed on stage at Lovett
Auditorium.
. For many years the response to the scheduled performances was such that only advance season subscriptions were
Sold. No tickets were available at the door. In later years,
free afternoon children's concerts were added. The MCMA
Board considers those free afternoon concerts for the children
to have been one of its greatest community contributions.
Those events provided many children with their first concert
experience.
However, audience preferences have changed, more entertainment choices have become available, and production/presentation costs have become prohibitive. Thus. MCMA opens
its 50th season by cosponsoring two concerts with Murray
State University and by announcing that these two concerts
will constitute its final season.
To those of you who have continued to support MCMA
through membership and/or patron contributions, the Board
gratefully expresses appreciation. To those of you in the
local business community whose generous support made it
possible for us to continue these years, we thank you for
that support.
For this last season. MCMA has joined with Murray State
University to sponsor the concert on Sept. 6 featuring the
Kruger Brothers with the Murray State University Symphonic
Wind Ensemble and the Murray State Jazz Band concert in
October with internationally-acclaimed trombonist Wycliffe
Gordon. Subscribers to the 2007-2008 season will be receiving a letter with details about these two concerts. But, we
Wanted to publicly thank our supporters.
The Board of the
Murray Civic Music Association

The Cult of the Regular Guy

AP National Writer
DENVER (AP) — Bowling a few frames? Absolutely. Windsurfing? Not so
much. Clearing brush on
To the Editor.
your ranch with rolled-up
I saw on TV and in our local newspaper about TVA rais- flannel sleeves? Pitch perfect.
ing our electric rates again. I'm on rural electric and this is
Forgetting how much real
our second increase this year. According to the article (Aug.
estate you've accumulated?
22), we can expect another increase in January.
Hit the road. Jack.
In the language of politics
The headline was "TVA hike means $15-$20 added to
and the vernacular of Ameriwinter bills." Now I'd like to ask you, if you heat with
electric was your monthly bill $80-$100 a month last winter? can culture, one god towers
above all others and must be
This would be 515-520 a month increase on your bill. Who
forever kneeled to. It is the
has a heating bill 580-5100 a month? They both said this is
"everyday American," and
an average monthly bill. Who are they kidding?
woe is the candidate who
They both had reasons for the increase. Rising fuel and
runs afoul of this being or
coal prices and shortage in coal production. Gas has gone
does not understand its merdown about 20 percent in recent weeks and why coal shortcurial soul.
ages when we have miners out of work and mines closed?
This week, the lionization
We have enough coal to supply all our needs for years to
of the regular guy pervades
Come.
most every message emerging
from the Democrats' quadrenThe real reason I believe is mismanagement, no accountanial unityfest. "Everywhere
bility. and CEOs getting hundreds of thousands of dollars in
bonuses. Our politicians need to step up to the plate and put you look at the 2008 Democratic Convention." the party
a stop to this problem. How much longer can the average
boasts, "you will see everycitizen absorb these rate hikes? Apparently a little while
day Americans featured
longer because I don't see anyone making a fuss about it.
prominently."
It's the same with groceries. The news tells us food prices
And so everyday Amerihave increased 8 percent or so. I have seen dozens of items
cans. whatever the label
increase 50 percent or more. I was in a store today and a
might mean, are being put
navel orange — mind you, one orange — was $1.59. Apples forward vigorously, harvested
were $3 a pound: that's about $1.50 for one large apple.
as ingredients in a master
Organic tomatoes were $4.99 a pound a few weeks ago, all
narrative aimed at showing
voters that Barack Obama is
attributed to fuel costs.
one of them — and nudging
I think all this is going to change but it won't happen
until more people speak up and say *enough is enough.* We them toward that conclusion
even though the color of his
are committing financial suicide, the way government and
skin makes it clear that, for
Congress is spending our money and greed manipulating
many voters he covets, he is
prices on everything.
not.
Getting back to the electric rate increase, look at your
We are seeing our neighlast month electric bill and see if it was 580-5100. Multiply
bors, our co-workers, our
by 20 percent of what your bill actually was. You will come compatriots following the
up with a 5400-5500 increase a year in your electric rate.
script and calling the potenWell there went your rebate and it was a one time thing.
tial next president of the
But your electric bill increase will continue.
United States, simply,
Sincerely, "Barack." And unsurprisingly,
Phillip Rogers via video screen and through
Murray surrogates' words. "Barack"
is endeavoring to act just
like them.
It's both uplifting and
vaguely Stepfordian to hear
Amtrak machinist Mike Fisher, who is worried he might
lose his job, talk like this:
1001 Whitnell Ave.• Murray, KY 42071-1040
"Barack and Michelle lisPhone (270) 753-1916• Fax (270) 753-1927
tened and they understood. It
was like talking with family.
Mon. — Fri. 7:30 a.m. — 5 p.m.• Closed Sat. & Sun.
It became clear that they are
regular people."
Alice Reuse. Publisher
arnusetgrnurray lediter.com
Or to hear Candi
Eric Walker. Editor
editorkrmurray ledger.corn
Schmieder, a mother of three
Chns Wismia11. Advertising Mgr.
ads(wmurray ledger.com
who works part time.
Jill Stephens, Classifieds Mgr
classifiedksmorrayledger.com
describe Obama's book. "The
Audacity of Hope," as "just
Ashley Heiner. Circulation
circulationOvmurrayledger.com
bringing people together so
Rita Boggess. Business Mgr
diuggess@murray ledger.com
real changes can be made
that affect the everyday lives
of people like me."
Sutaicripuon Rates
Powerful stuff. Pandering,
All subscriptions payable in advance. Home delivery 6 day', a week.
some might say. We. the
Mailed in Ca'Iowa, County. KY
People: In America, it's all
Year 11110 8, mail to rest rif KY.
6
nos
about us. But what does that
Noss
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really mean?
$30
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understands our economic
Published Monda, through Saturday r ery afternoon. except Sunda.. Jul* 4.
pawl at
.
litanksvving Day. Christmas Dar OM ....... Years Da,. Penorlicals prima'schallenges, channels our
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fears, feels our pain. This
TIMES. P.O BOO 1040. Murrw. KY 42071-1044/
produces a push to cast the
candidate in the role of all
MISS YOUR PAPER? Let on know as soon as possible non.can OM
yoU credit. Call 753-1916.
things to all people, the
chameleon equally at home
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Then comes the election,
and suddenly the everyday
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March. Both were seen as
very human.
"Nobody wants to be the
elite guy," says Eric Rauchway, author of "Murdering
McKinley: The Making of
Theodore Roosevelt's America."
"There is a suspicion of
expertise," he says. "No matter how educated you are,
how successful you are, you
still need to be just folks."
That only goes so far.
Jimmy Carter was decried as
unpresidential for carrying
his own bags and for wearing wool cardigans, and Bill
Clinton took no end of grief
early in his presidency for

By TED ANTHONY

his would-you-like-fries-with-

AP

Democratic presidential candidate Sen. Barack Obama, D-III..
and presumptive vice presidential running mate Sen. Joe
Biden, D-Del., wave at a rally in front of the Old State Capitol
in Spnngfield, III. Saturday.
American recedes, still
informing the presidency but
secondary to the leader who
must use power wisely. That
became starker when Harry
S. Truman ushered in the
Atomic Age. raising the
stakes on the notion of an
average guy running the
country.
"Joe from next door cannot end life on the Earth,"
says Evan Cornog, author of
"The Power and the Story:
How the Crafted Presidential
Narrative Has Determined
Political Success from
George Washington to
George W. Bush."
Or consider how Jon
Stewart famously put it in
2000 when everyone was
discussing which candidate
would be best to hang out
with. He didn't want to have
a beer with these guys, he
said: "I want my president
to be the designated driver.Averageness has always
competed with excellence to
be American democracy's
defining trait, and reverence
for the prosaic is as old as
the first settlement.
The Puritans, who were
Protestants, broke with the
Church of England to make
their way in the New World
and brought with them a
disdain for formal institutional authority that was folded
into the bedrock of American
culture.
"You start out with almost
an anti-intellectual strain
there: '1 want someone
who's like me so they can
understand me and know
what I need government to
be doing,— says Natalie
Davis, a political scientist at
Birmingham-Southern College
in Alabama who ran for the
U.S. Senate in 1996.

Thomas Jefferson, the
wellspring of American
grass-roots democracy.
believed in the power of the
common man. but only to a
point. And he wasn't exactly
a member of the toiling proletariat. Only with Andrew
Jackson's populist campaign
and 1828 ascent to the
White House was the true
notion of an "everyday guy"
unleashed (though even Jackson, despite humble roots,
was a decorated general
when elected).
After that. the "humble
origins" narrative never went
away. William Henry Harrison was the Whigs' answer
to Jackson, with his artificially styled regular-guyness
and his penchant for hard
cider. And Abraham Lincoln
packaged himself as a justfolks leader even though he
was a prominent attorney
and intellectual by the time
he made his way from log
cabin to White House.
Since the Depression, the
idea of the "forgotten man"
has entrenched itself, and
stoking the fires of populism
has become a campaign tool.
These days. the ability to
traffic in the concerns of the
average American is the
most coveted currency of all.
Gaffes prove this rule.
When George H.W. Bush
looked at his watch during a
1992 debate. it fueled a perception that he was haughty.
But when Obanra bowled
clumsily, it mattered less; he
took some jabs, but the
affair evaporated quickly. It
was, after all, bowling.
"To have a bad bowling
score is good. People see
you as human." says Sen.
Bob Casey. D-Pa., who
bowled with Obama in

that proclivities. Turns out
we may not want someone
THAT much like us.
The vagueness of the term
"everyday American- confuses things further, because
•
everyone defines it differently. Ask a half-dozen people
and you'll probably get that
many answers. 'To many, it's
about economics: Chicago
Mayor Richard Daley proposes that one definition of a
regular American is someone
who earns $100,000 or less
each year.
For the Democrats, the
ultimate subliminal message
is about race. Just as the
term "outsider" was used by.
racists during the civil-rights
era to mean blacks and
Jews. casting Obama as an "everyday American" can be
code for, "Yes, he's black,
but he's just like you anyway.Thus the multitentacled
balancing act that today's
candidates must effect.
Boiled down, each needs to
be enough like us to understand the texture of our
lives, but enough unlike us
to filve our most pressing
problems. That's a tall order
"You want someone who
you can say. 'He's like me.
but 1 know in a crisis situation he can handle it,— says
Kelsey Rushing, 36. a delegate from Canton, Miss.
Many say that is exactly
why Obama selected Sen.
Joseph Biden. D-Del., as his
running mate.
Asked to identify the
"average American," Rushing
looks at his wife and offers
a very brief answer: "Us."
And that's it exactly.
Tracking the average
American is the snipe hunt
of American politics. It's an
unseen, legendary target that
keeps shifting, causing candidates to craft images of
themselves as bowlers and
brush-clearers and whatever
else will make them seem
like Joe from next door —
albeit a Joe who can indeed
handle the nuclear football.
Republican or Democrat,
it is politicians' ultimate
conundrum. To win, they
must, in the end, be all
things to all people. And in
this patchwork quilt of a
republic, regular is forever in
the eye of the beholder.
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Iraqi forces begin to lead but need U.S. aid

Marion Edward (Eddie) McPherson

ISM

A graseside serv ICC for Marion Edward (&kite) McPherson will
be Friday at II a.m. at the Murray City Cemetery. Rev. Henry Greer
will officiate. J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in
charge of arrangements but no visitation is scheduled.
Mr. McPherson. 71. Murray. died Monday. Aug.
25. 2008, at 5:30 a.m. at Parkway Regional Hospital.
Fulton.
A Manne veteran of the Korean Conflict, he had retired from the
Murray Sanitation Department and the Murray City School System.
He was a member of Greater Hope Missionary Baptist Church.
Preceding him in death were his first wife. Marie McPherson. who
died May I. 19%. two brothers and one sister Born Sept. 21, 1936,
in Charleston, S.C.. he was the son of the late Albert McPherson and
Charlotte Green McPherson.
Survivors include his wife. Phyllis McPherson, one daughter.
Klima Jackson. Murray; one sister. Mary McPherson. Charleston;
two brothers. Alonzo McPherson. Queens. N.Y.. and Kenneth
McPherson. Charleston.

Floyd Hargrove
Floyd Hargrove. 86, Cadiz, died Tuesday. Aug. 26, 2008, at 7.55
a.m. at Jennie Stuart Medical Center, Hopkinsville.
He was of Baptist faith. Born June 10, 1922, in Golden Pond, he
was the son of the late Wesley Almenne Hargrove and Sadie Ellen
Garland Hargrove. Also preceding him in death were four brothers,
Henry. Lloyd, Rudy and Clarence Earl Hargrove; two sisters, Lucille
Underhill and Frocie Crump.
Survivors include one brother, Marcus Hargrove, Murray; one
sister. Susie Wyatt, Cadiz; several nieces and nephews.
The funeral will be Fnday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of Goodwin
Funeral Home. Inc., Cadiz. Rev. David Ray Futrell will officiate.
Burial will follow in the Trigg Memory Acres, Cadiz.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 4 p.m. today
(Thursday i
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The funeral for Mrs. Marjorie Jones was Wednesday at 11 a.m. in
the chapel of James H. Davis Funeral Home,
Owensboro.
Online messages of condolence may be made at
www.davisfuneralhome.com.
Mrs. Jones, 81, of 530 Yale Pl., Owensboro.
died Friday. Aug. 22. 2008. at her home.
She had retired as a switchboard operator for
Mercy Hospital and was of Baptist faith.
Born May 26, 1927, in Owensboro, she was the
daughter of the late James and Mary Owen
McCray. One grandson, Adam Stewart, also preJones
ceded her in death.
Survivors include one daughter. Becky Stewart, Bremen; three
sons, Kenny Jones, Owensboro. Richard Jones and wife, Becky.
Murray. and Mickey Jones, Bremen: seven grandchildren; II greatgrandchildren.

Pat Thomas Redden
Visitation for Pat Thomas Redden will be at the Mason-Woodard
Mortuary & Chapel. 3701 E. 7th St., Joplin. MO 64801. from 6:30
to 7:30 p.m. Fnday. His body is to be cremated with pnvate family
services at a later date.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to South
Joplin Christian Church or Grace Baptist Church.
in care of the funeral home.
Mr. Redden, 71, Joplin, Mo., died Sunday, Aug.
24,2008, at the Mayo Clinic, Rochester. Minn. His
death followed a sudden illness.
He was a graduate of the University of
Kentucky and obtained his architectural license in
several states. He served in the United States Coast
& Geodetic Survey from 1958-1960 and after his
Redden
service he went to work for the Kentucky Highway
Department. In 1965 he moved to Joplin. Mo.,
where he worked for Allgeter Martin & Associates until 1981. He
then went to work for several firms in Tulsa. Okla.„ before returning to Joplin to work for PLJBD Inc., retiring in December of 2007.
He attended South Joplin Christian Church.
Mr. Redden was born Nov. 12. 1936. in Paducah. Ky. His father,
Thomas Redden, preceded him in death.
Survivors include his wife. Shelby Baldwin Redden. to whom he
was married in 1958 in Canada. Ky..; two daughters. Anita Tichacek,
Joplin, and Karen Martin and husband. Brice, Quapaw, Okla.: three
grandsons. Patrick Tichacek and Austin and Lincoln Martin; his
mother. Mabel Cox Redden.

Glen 0. Williams
Glen 0. Williams. 77. Sylva. N.C.. died Sunday morning, Aug.
24, 2008. at Mountain Trace Nursing Center. Sylva. following a
period of declining health.
An Army veteran of the Korean Conflict, he was
ft
ri
a member of Webster Baptist Church and the Masons
of Wayne, Mich. He retired from General Motors,
Chevrolet Plant in Livonia. Mich.. after 35 years of
service. He moved to Jackson County, N.C.. following his retirement in 1985.
A native of Dexter. Ky., he was the son of the late Coy Williams
and Allie Duncan Williams. One brother, Matthew Williams, also
preceded him in death.
Survivors include his wife. Lorraine Williams, to whom he had
been married for 53 years; two sons, Kenneth Williams, Lillian.
Ala., and Keith Williams. Webster, N.C.; one sister. Virginia
Galloway. Almo. Ky.; one granddaughter. Jennifer Williams,
Montgomery, Ala.: two great-grandchildren. Moody Funeral Home,
714 Main St.. Sylva, N.C., is in charge of the arrangements.
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BAQOUBA. Iraq AP) Iraqi battalion leader huddled over the map with his
American advisers. showing
them how he planned to sur
round a Sunni enclave where al
Qaida militants were believed
hiding.
The Americans nodded in
approval and assured Col. Faisal
Malik Mohsen the roads would
be cleared of bombs. U.S. attack
helicopters would provide cover
to keep insurgents from escaping.
The raid last week northeast
of Baghdad did not find many
weapons or flush out scores of
hidden fighters. But it accomplished a wider objective: taking
another step toward putting Iraqi
security forces in control of
ground operations.
Such transitions to Iraqi command - occurring at different
speeds around the country have taken on added importance
as Washington and Baghdad
negotiate a pact that could have
the last U.S. soldiers leaving by
the end of 2011.
But they also expose the
many weaknesses of the Iraqi
forces that still rely on American
help for everything from air support to bottled water in the field.
U.S. troops even were forced
to step in and provide fuel when
the National Police did not
receive government allotments
for about two weeks in July,
leaving many units near empty.
Before the Aug. 21 raid.
informants had warned that militants would likely stand and
fight. The informants were
wrong. Instead of bullets, the
police commandos were greeted
with smiles and glasses of water
as they searched houses.
Two men were detained without incident and several assault
rifles were seized.
Mohsen. the 42-year-old
commander from the southern
Shiite city of Nasiriyah, and his
U.S. advisers backers acknowledged their intelligence had
been faulty. The militants probably fled ahead of the operation.
Still they proclaimed the raid a
The

RUKH1. Georgia (AP) Russian forces turned over 12
Georgian soldiers on the border
of one of the separatist
provinces under its control this
morning after the short war that
outraged the West and brought
Moscow's military deep into
Georgia.
Russia, meanwhile. faced the
prospect of more international
isolation after France said the
European Union was cons.dering imposing sanctions, and a
Georgian
official
accused
Russian forces of taking part in
ethnic cleansing.
The tensions have spread to
the Black Sea, which Russia
shares unhappily with three
nations that belong to NATO
and two others that desperately
want to. Ukraine and Georgia.
Some Ukrainians fear Moscow
might set its sights on their
nation next.
The release of the Georgian
soldiers along the lngun River
separating
Abkhazia from
Georgia proper was a small conciliatory gesture amid the
increasing tensions in the weeks
following the end of the fight-

ing. The soldiers, who were
detained Aug. 18 in the seaport
of Poti, appeared unharmed and
sortie were smiling.
Georgia's foreign minister
said Russian forces and allied
militias
completed
ethnic
cleansing in the breakaway
province of South Ossetia, but
expulsions continued in a buffer
zone being created by the
Russians.
'They've expelled from all
villages remnants of the
Georgian population - they've
destroyed their houses, they've
looted their property, they've
burned down their fields,
forests," Eka Tkeshelashvili said
at
the
Vienna-based
Organization for Security. and
Cooperation in Europe.
The group's Russian ambassador, Anvar Azimov, denied the
accusations, saying there is no
evidence of ethnic cleansing in
South Ossetia or Abkhazia,
another separatist province.
South Ossetia claimed to
have shot down an unmanned
Georgian spy plane in its temto•
Ty. Georgia denied the report.
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success because one more alQaida safe haven was gone.
The National Police - a
40,000-strong paramilitary force
that is one of the three main pillars of the Iraqi secunty apparatus - have faced roadside
bombs and booby-trapped houses since arriving in Diyala
province late last month in the
latest government effort to rout
insurgents there. Five commandos have been killed and eight
wounded.
U.S. officials maintain the
force is improving - a necessary step before the Americans
can go home. But the Iraqis are
still lacking in logistical and
explosives expertise as well as
medical capabilities.
"When people ask what the
exit strategy is, this is it." said
Col. Thearon Williams, 45, of
Detroit, commander of the U.S.
advisory team for the National
Police. "It's small groups of
Americans living among the
Iraqis and training them."

19aris Dinery
We
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AP
Police officers, U.S. soldiers, street cleaners and residents look at the scene of a parked car
bomb which targeted a police patrol, but missed killing three civilians and wounding eight 0th.
ers in Baghdad Wednesday.

Russia frees 12 Georgians,
but E.U. mulls sanctions
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The Iraqi security forces has e
enjoyed increased public confidence after a senes of government offensives against Sunni
and Shiite extremists that began
in March in the southern city of
Basra.
But U.S. forces were needed
as backup in every' situation and
it took a Shiite militia cease-fire
and Iranian intervention to stop
the fierce fighting that broke out
in Basra.
Anthony Cordesman of the
Washington-based Center for
Strategic and International
Studies warns against exaggerating the Iraqi troops' progress.
citing senous ethnic and sectarian tensions and a shortage of
experienced officers.
"Both Iraqi and U.S. politicians now seem to take such
reporting too seriously and be
unaware of how much still needs
to be done." he said in a recent
analysis.
The Aug. 21 operation
showed the interplay between
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the Iraqis and the Americans trying to get Iraq's forces intd
shape.
•
Before the raid, Mohsetci
American advisers told him td
weigh the timing carefully. His
Iraqi commanding general
called him to a special meeting
on the eve of the raid to make
sure he was ready.
Mohsen. who is scheduled
for leadership training in the
United States later this year. was
eager for the fight. Nevertheless,
he acknowledges that his unit
isn't ready to operate alone.
"We need the Americans," he
said. "We need time. We cannot
build a whole country in a few
years. We complement each
other."
With the raid set to go. thc
national policemen in their
trademark blue camouflage uniforms rolled out before dawn in
blue-and-white pickups reinforced with metal sheeting and
piled high with thin mattresses
and plastic chairs.
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Donations for New Beginnings
Transition Home being taken

Ashby named as August
Student of the Month
Emily Ashby. a senior at
Calloway County High School,
‘, as selected as the August
Student of the Month for the
Murray Rotary Club. Ashby
ha, a 4.0 grade point average
and is on track to be a valedictorian for the 2009 graduating class. As a junior. Emily
took the ACT and received a
score of 30.
Ashby has been a member
of the Beta Club where she
,urrently serves as secretary,
World Language Club where
she currently serves as president. and the Fellowship of
Christian Athletes where she
currently serves as president.
She is president of the CCHS
Band Council. She has been a
member of the All District
Honors Band each year since
the sixth grade, and All State
Honors Band, the past three.
She has received distinguished
ratings at KMEA Solo and
Ensemble Festival each year
NII1CC sixth grade. She has been
the Tenor Saxophone Section
Leader for three years. Guard
Captain for two years. and has
received the Outstanding Musical Achievement Award two
sears. She received the Louis
Armstrong Jazz Award in 20072008. and has performed with
the United States Navy Band.
Ashby was selected by. the
Calloway County High School
Faculty as the Most Outstanding Senior for the Class of
2009. She also has attended
the Kentucky Governor's Scholai Program.
At the 2008 State Foreign
Language Festival- Spanish
Division, she received first

JOIN
FARM BUREAU
and enjoy these

DISCOUNTS...
Sherwin-Williams
25°,3 OFF
Enterprise
Rent-A-Car
15% OFF
GM Vehicles

'500-'750 OFF
Hotels
1000 - 20' OFF
Comfort Inn
Quality Inn
Econo Lodge
Rodeway Inn
Days Inn
Ramada
All KY State Parks
and more
Beltone Hearing
.Aids
15% OFF
Eyeglasses &
Con0Ctl,
1
- 60,•OFF.

Donations are still coming in for the
New Beginnings Transition Home, Inc.,
since the fundraiser held recently at Westside Baptist Church. This is a home for
women coming out of prison.
The donations are $1,500 below the
$5,000 goal. Donations are needed soon to
get this house up and going, according to
a committee member. Donations are tax
deductible. For information call 753-0156.

Jo's
Datebook

place in State Art Project, and
first place in State Listening
Skills. She has received the Outstanding Student Award in
Accelerated Algebra I. Accelerated Algebra II, Accelerated
Geometry, Pre Calculus, Integrated Science A, Integrated
Science B. Honors Biology,
Photo provided
Honors Chemistry, Honors Eng- FOUR GENERATIONS: Raymond Hubble celebrated his 87
lish I. Honors English II, Hon- birthday on Sunday, Aug. 24, with the family. Pictured are
ors English III, Word Civilizafour generations of the Hubble Family. With Mr. Hubble are
tion, Honors U.S. History, Spanish II, and Health. She also his daughter, Judy Stahler, grandson, Jason Stahler, and
received a Perfect Attendance great-grandson, Daniel Reid Stahler, 9 months.
Award as a freshman, and Punctual and Commendable Attendance her sophomore and junior year. She was the winner
of the Junior Class Character
Counts Award during the 20072008 school year.
Mr. and Mrs. Jason Craig Kimliro of Hardin are the parIn her spare time. Ashby
enjoys playing the piano. She ents of a son. Andrew Christopher Kimbro, born on Tuesday,
has won the Guild Audition Aug. 19. 2008, at 7:30 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County HosAward, the KMTA Festival pital.
Superior Rating for four years,
The baby weighed 6 pounds 9 ounces and measured 19
and the MMTA Sonata Festi- inches. The mother is the former Tabitha Sue Caldwell. Four
val Superior Rating for two brothers are Kenneth, Austen. Jonathon and Ayden. and one
years. She has participated in sister is Alexya.
Hymn Festival's and bi-annuGrandparents are Barbara Cunningham of Hardin and Sammy
al recitals for the past four years. and Pam Kimbro of Almo.
Her community service work
consists of the Governor's
Scholar Community Service
Mr. and Mrs. Steve Yates Scott of Murray are the parents
Project in Louisville, the Calloway County Clean-Up Pro- of a daughter, Illena Carol Scott. born on Monday. Aug. 18,
ject through the Calloway 200tt. at 8:16 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed 7 pounds 5 ounces and measured 19 3/4
County Waste Management,
Beta Club Community Service inches. The mother is the former Serenity Katherine Lee. A
at Glendale Place Retirement brother is Braeden Cade Scott.
Paternal grandparents are Steven Scott and Gloria Adkins,
Home,and the Beta Club Reading Mentor Project at Calloway both of Murray. Maternal grandparents are Carol Ahart of Murray and Stephen Lee of Mayfield.
County Pre-School.
Ashby is the daughter of Fred
and Janet Ashby. She attends
Hardin Baptist Church. Her
Mr. and Mrs. Timothy Chambers of Sedalia are the parents
plans after high school are to of a son, Carter Joseph Chambers. "nom on Saturday. Aug. 9.
attend college and possibly 2008, at 9:07 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
major in art.
The baby weighed 9 pounds 10 ounces and measured 21
1/2 inches. The mother is the former Jessica Miskulin. Two
w
•
•
•
• •
half brothers are Tyson Chambers and Issac Chambers and one
Our Registered •. half sister is Brookelyn Chambers.
Grandparents are Brenda Tucker of Mayfield and Joe and
Bridal Couples:
Geralyn Miskulin of Bloomington, Ill.
Kathryn Stalls
& Kyle Tracy
belie Denise Moore S_
Adam Chapman and Katie Clark of Murray are the parents
& Mark Fitch
ot a son, Bo Clark Chapman, born on Saturday. July 12. 2008.
Brooke Hicks
at 5:18 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Sz O'Shea Hudspeth
The baby weighed 6 pounds and measured 21 inches.
Valerie Bransford
& Jeremy Andrews
Grandparents are Randy and Janice Clark of Union Ciity,
Tenn., Dale Chapman of Mayfield, and Mark and Paula Unger
Jessica McKendree
& Kyle Reitz
of North Port. Fla.
Jennifer Evans
& Drew Henry
Natalie Elkins
Matthew Gray McNutt and
& Matt Thorn
Shauna Lynn Abbott of MurBeth Ann Dunavant
ray are the parents of a son.
& Justin Pounds
Landon Gray McNutt, bort on
Christine Myers
Wednesday. July 23. 2008. at
& John Taylor
7:52 a.m. at Murray-Calloway
Kimberly Jeffries
County Hospital.
& Adam Brown
The baby weighed 9 pounds
•
Katie Smith
& Nick Dempsey •4 4 ounces and measured 21 1/2
inches.
Rebecca Boyd
Grandparents are Ron and
•
& Edward Baust
Debby McNutt of Murray.
Tara Evans
Janelle Abbott of Evansville,
& Stacy Vincent
Wis., and Michael Abbott of
,ara Jane Cunningham
Milwaukee, Wis.
& Jonathan Hedge.
Great-grandparents are Ann
Blake Powell
Jackson of Paducah,Edna Sales& Brad Paxton
ka of Oregon. Wis., and Mr.
•
Ashley Hulse
Landon Gray McNutt
and Mrs. Jerome Luka of Austin.
& John Fielders
•
Texas.
Elizabeth Canada
•
& Ben Brumley
•
Whitney Delaney
& Wesley Tucker
Suzanne Hinton
& Louis Wilson

2nnouncerr2ents

Andrew Christopher Kimbro

Illena Carol Scott

Carter Joseph Chambers

Bo Clark Chapman

Landon Gray McNutt

Housewarming
Registry for
Mahauta Reed

BUYING GOLD
PAYING Top PRICES

Friday & Saturday August 29th & 30th
10:30 a.m. • 4 p.m.

Magnolia Tea Room
rida Registry de gifts
Call For Details

Home & Auto
Insurance

University Square
12th Street • Murray
12701 759-2100
Monday-Friday 10-5,
Saturday 10-2
•
•

Burkeen
Community
Editor
JC

Rescue Squad to meet Tuesday

Emily Ashby

•

753-4703

Laker Yearbooks available

The 2008 Calloway County High School
Laker yearbooks are now available for CCHS
graduates. Each one should bring their receipts
when coming for the yearbook. All 2008
graduates need to pick up their year books in the front office.
For more information contact Stacey Lee. yearbook sponsor, at
762-7374, ext. 201.
By

Look for the sign out front.
30Q Main St

Hwy. 641 S • Hazel KY

ting Yf ur Scrap Gold & Coins

Due to the Labor Day holiday the Calloway County DES
Rescue Squad will meet Tuesday at 7 p.m. at the headquarters at 95 Spruce St., Murray. For information contact Chief
Ronnie Burkeen at 762-1714.

Homecoming planned Sunday
Pleasant Hill Cemetery in the Land Between the Lakes
homecoming will be Sunday at 12:30 p.m. with a potluck meal
to be served. Donations are needed for the upkeep of the
cemetery. For information call 759-1252.

Family reunion planned
The family of Samuel and Francis Warren, formerly of Murray, is planning a spring 2009 reunion in Murray. Anyone
wishing to attend or if they have any information regarding
the relatives of Sam and Francis Warren, contact Norma Jean
Warren Harman at 1-270-554-2256 or 1-270-559-6888 or Dianne
Warren Santerina at 1-864-268-9440.

Dycusburg School plans reunion
Dycusburg School reunion will be Sunday at 1 p.m. in the
Methodist Church Yard at Dycusburg. This will be a potluck
with barbecue ad soft drinks provided. Each one should bring
a lawn chair. For information call Gail Bannister at 1-270-6252090.

Farmer's Market at fairgrounds
Farmers' Market at Calloway County Jaycee Fairgrounds,
Ky. 121 North, Murray, is open on Tuesdays and Saturdays
from 7 a.m. to 1 p.m. Featured are a large variety of products locally grown and harvested. For more information call
the Calloway County Extension Office at 753-1452.

Downtown Market Saturday
The Downtown Saturday market, sponsored by Murray
Main Street and located on Maple Street between 4th and 5th
Streets, is wag until noon. Fealgteg41 will be fresh Fruits, vegetables, bakery items, cut flowers, canned goods, and variety
of arts arid crafts.

Mother to Mother Group to meet
Mother to Mother, a support group for breastfeeding moms,
is scheduled to meet Saturday at 10:45 a.m. at St. John's Episcopal Church. Featured will be refreshments and door prizes.
Pregnant moms, dads and older children are welcome. For
more information call Heather Duffy at 436-5657.

'Summer-in-the-Park' plans show
Paul Derek Jolley will perform blend of country, alternative
and rock music at "Summer-in-the-Park- at Paris Landing State
Park amphitheater/large shelter area Saturday from 7:30 to 9:30.
There is no admission charge.

Glory Bound on Friday
Glory Bound Christian Entertainment Ministry will be Friday from 7 to 9 at Goshen United Methodist Church, 4726
Ky. 121 North at Stella community. Featured will be Liberty
Boys and Reita Koon. Items for Need Line will be taken. For
more information call Joe Lawrence at 753-5643, Renee Taylor at 753-8124 or Patrick Lea at 761-2666 or e-mail glorybound@hounail.com

Grogan reunion on Sunday
The annual Grogan family reunion will be Sunday at 1 p.m.
at the downstairs area of University Church of Christ. A potluck
meal will be served at 1 p.m. For information call Charlie
Grogan at 759-3159.

Cardiac Rehab plans promotion
Cardiac Rehab at Murray-Calloway County Hospital will
have a rebate day for the American Heart Association Heart
Walk today and evening at Sirloin Stockade. Customers are
asked to turn in their receipts to the cashier.

MHS Club plans promotion
Murray High Quarterback Club will be selling their '08 "In
the Hunt" T-shirts at cost of $10 at the school today and Friday and after school as well as during the lunch hour.

Shrine Bingo Friday
Murray Shrine Club Bingo will be each Friday at 6:30 p.m.
at the club building on Ky. 121 North, Murray.

Reunion committee to meet
The Calloway County High School Class of 1968 committee for 40-year reunion will meet tonight at 6 p.m. at the law
office of Warren K. Hopkins at 405 Maple St., Murray, to
work on plans for the 40-year reunion. All class members are
welcome to attend.

East Elementary plans training
East Elementary School, will have its annual Parent Volunteer Training tonight at 6 p.m. The training will be held in
the cafeteria at East. Parents planning to volunteer any time
during the 2008/09 school year should make plans to attend
the training at one of the times offered.

LAMP group to meet tonight
LAMP Homeschool Support group of Calloway County
because of the rain Monday will have its luau potluck picnic
tonight at 6 p.m. at Chestnut Park. No program is planned,
but tropical shirts are welcome. Parents are urged to come out
to meet other area homeschool families. RSVP to
talktoanneeigyahoo.com. More information is available on the
LAMP website www.lamphomeschool.com.
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The Center for Health &
Wellness will offer educational events during the month of
September to members, Murray-Calloway County Hospital
employees, as well as the general community.
The
Miracle
Moments
Maternity Center will offeri Prepared Childbirth Classes at the
center classroom on Monday
nights, Sept. 8, IS, and 22
from 6:30 to 8:30 p.m. Preregistration is required for all
the classes. For more information, to pre-register for any of
the classes, or to arrange for
a personalized tour of the Miracle Moments Maternity Unit,
call Elizabeth Khadem at 7621940.
The Cooper Clayton Smoking Cessation program continues Tuesday, Sept, 2 from 5:30
to 6:30 p.m. in the center conference room and meets on
consecutive Tuesdays through
Oct. 28. The program encourages the use of nicotine replacement therapy and provides
weekly educational sessions in
a support environment. Registration is required. If you are
interested in future classes and
would like to offer suggestions
for times. call Melissa Ross
at 762-1832.
The Center for Diabetes will
hold Diabetes Self-Management
Classes in the center classroom

Tuesday. Sept. 9 and Wednes- appointment, or for more inforday. Sept. 10 from 8 a.m. to mation, call the center at 7624:30 p.m. Afternoon classes 1348.
The Stroke/Heald Injury Supwill also be offered Sept. 15,
16, 17. 22 and 24 from 2 to port Group will meet Thurs4 p.m. These classes help cre- day. Sept. 18 from 5:30 to
ate awareness on the latest dia- 6:30 p.m. in the center :lassbetic treatments and self-man- room. For more information,
agement techniques available. contact Cheryl Crouch at 762For more information, or to 1557.
Dottie Kraemer. with the
sign up for the classes, call
762-1806 on -800-822-1840, Clean Air Murray Coalition.
will present The Truth About
ext. 1806.
The new Lap-Band Support Secondhand Smoke on TuesGroup will meet Tuesday. Sept. day. Sept. 23 from 7:30 to
9 from 5:30 to 6:30 p.m. in 8:30 p.m. and also on Wednesthe center classroom. For more day. Sept. 24 from 7:30 to
information, contact Amanda 8:30 a.m. Both sessions will
Dunn at Bariatric Solutions at take place in the center classroom. Join to learn the facts
762-1547.
A Lap-Band Educational about secondhand smoke and
Seminar will be at the cneter the danger it imposes to everygym Thursday. Sept. 11 from one exposed. For more infor6 to 7 p.m. If you are at mation, call 762-1348.
The Breast Cancer Support
least 18 years old and are overweight with a Body Mass Index Group will meet Tuesday. Sept.
greater than 35. the LAP- 23 from 6:30 to 7:30 p.m. in
BAND® System may be right the center conference room.
for you. Join Dr. Brian Swain For more information, contact
and learn more about this new Evelyn Wallis at 489-2462 or
procedure offered at Murray- Angie Hutchings at 4354614.
The new Smoker's Support
Calloway County Hospital. To
reserve your spot, contact Group will meet Monday. Sept.
Bariatric Solutions at 762-1547. 29 from 5:30 to 6:30 p.m. in
For
The center will offer free the center classroom.
monthly screenings on Tues- more information. contact
day, Sept. 16 from 8 a.m, to Melissa Ross at 762-1832.
For more information on pronoon and 1 to 3 p.m. for osteoporosis, vision, glaucoma and grams or free screenings at the
blood pressure. To make an center call 762-1348.

Photo provided
LODGE DONATION: Woodmen of the World Lodge 592 donated $500.00 to the KY Sheriff's
Camp. Pictured are Bill Marcum, sheriff of Calloway County. Bnce Ratterree, Z. Enix, Keith
Cain, Rachel Brown, field representative, Earl Hudspeth, Amos McCarty, and Jerry Wagner.
executive director for the camp.

Murray-Calloway County Hospital to
offer Grief Recovery Outreach Program
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital will offer a I2-week
Grief Recovery Outreach Program beginning Tuesday. Sept.
9. The class will be held weekly in the third floor classroom
of the Education Wing at
NICCH from 7 to 9 p.m.
The program provides appropriate action choices to help
people move beyond the pain
caused by loss. The I2-week
program creates a safe envi-

n. in the
potluck
aid bring
270-625-

rgrounds,
'Saturdays
of proclaim call

ronment in which to look at
old beliefs about dealing with
loss: to look at what losses
have affected your life. and to
take new actions, which lead
to completion of the pain
attached to one of those losses.
The program is led by Kerry
Lambert. MCCH chaplain, who
has been trained and certified
by The Grief Recovery Institute. The fee for attending the

program is $15. For the maximum benefit to all participants, weekly commitment to
attending is essential.
If you have experienced one
or more losses, and you wish
to move beyond the pain, this
program offers you the opportunity of healing and recovery. To reserve your spot, or
for more information. contact
Lambert at 762.1274.
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CLASS REUNION: Lynn Grove High School Class of 1953 held its 55-year reunion at Tom's
Grille. Attending were,from left, seated, Joette Lassiter McDonald, Linda Wilkerson Clark, Lou
Ann McCallon, Marie Spann Keel, standing, Lloyd Canter, Kelvin Morris. Lilly Suggs Adams,
Bobby Geurin, John West, Max Rogers and James Harold Beane.

Scholarships
awarded by
Alumni &
Associates
The Alumni & Associates
of Calloway County Schools
awarded its annual scholarships
to two deserving members of
the graduating class of 2008.
and
Monica Thurmond
Courtney Elder, along with their
families, were honored at the
Alumni's annual banquet on
Tuesday, Aug. 12.
Each girl gave a brief
description of her goals and
plans for this collegiate year
and what they planned to do
with the $300 scholarship.
Thurmond will attend Murray
State University this fall, and
Elder is enrolled at Notre Dame
University, South Bend, Ind.
The mission of the Alumni
& Associates of Calloway
County Schools is to enhance
current programs at Calloway
County High School through
the involvement of alumni and
associates in school-related
functions.
The Alumni makes monthly donations to classrooms and
school organizations, donates
to other school-related needs
such as Project Graduation.
and awards scholarships each
May. Financial support comes
through new memberships and
membership renewals, private
donations, and product sales
throughout the year.
For more information about
the Alumni & Associates of Calloway County Schools. go to
the link on the Calloway County High school web page at
www. calloway.k I 2.ky..us/highschool.

Any person having used
clothing or linens that you
have been embarrassed to
donate to Angels Attic, located at 972 Chestnut St., Murray. there is a win-win solution.
The store is now able to recycle these items and thus provide additional funds for the
operation of Angels Clinic. Just
label the donations, "rags- and
the Attic will recycle them.
rather than have them stay in
your closets or eventually end
up in a landfill.
Angels Attic continues to
pick up unsold yard sale items
and other donations. Call 762(1505 to schedule a pick up of
items.

To place an
ad call
753-1916
Monica Thurman

Courtney Elder

LEDGER&TINIts

Photo provided

BIRTHDAY EVENT: Ruthie Lee Chapman celebrated her
86th birthday with family and friends. The cake was made
and decorated by her granddaughter. Tone Walker. Ms.
Chapman, who resides in Murray has six children and several grandchildren and great-grandchildren.

What's Cookin'?

Prebuy Gas Sale!
al. Playhouse hr -the Park

SPECIAL BUFFET
Sill/day, August 31st on the Playhouse Patio from
1 2:30 p.m. til I:30 p.in. before the shoNN opens
oine join us for a

.1 I 2;00'p.
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No charge for tank set
Really Cheap First Fill Gas Price
Locked-in Gas Price for 12 months
No charge for" swapout of competitors tank
Premium HD-5 Propane Gas
• Buy a Tank and save more

for buffet is SS.

Ari()
cift
Dine In or Corry Out • Mon.- Sat, II a.m.- Midnight
7594866- 1005 Arcadia Circle, Murray (beitiind Cheri Theater)

NO ADDED DELIVERY FEE

Calloway County Propane Gas
3040 Street Route 94 East
Murray Kentucky
753-7485 • toll hee 1-888-272-0559

POLITICS

KA •'Ilitirsda%, ‘ugust 2ri. 2008
AP
RNC and John McCain s
communication staff are
seen working at the GOP Not
Ready 08 Rapid Response
Room at the Democratic
Convention
in
National
Denver The GOP's operation in Denver revved up
Tuesday as the highest protile surrogate for John
McCain to date hit the airwaves
to
slam
the
Democratic ticket

Nturra,s Letigri

GOP platform backs off
pet issues for McCain
torm committee adopted a platform Wednesday that proclaims
their party united behind
McCain while skirting some
enduring points of contention.
That came after they voted
to stick with an energy plank
that doesn't mention drilling
in the refuge. saying it would
only highlight an area where

MINNEAPOLIS (API —
Republicans are putting John
McCain's campaign priorities
above some of their pet issues,
including dnIling for oil in Alaska's Arctic National Wildlife
Refuge and denying citizenship to the U.S.-born children
of illegal immigrants.
Members of the GOP plat-
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differ
they
with the Arizona senator.
McCain
opposes
drilling in that
protected land,
and some committee members said they
McCain
would
rather
bring
him
around on the issue once he.
in the Whi.e House than widen
their disagreement now.
"He's not there yet," said delegate Jeff Grossman of Oregon "Prudence would dictate
that we leave the text as it is
until our candidate catches up
with us."
Delegates endorsed expand- •
ed drilling generally, both offshore and in Alaska, North
Dakota and Montana, and
declared that the Alaskan refuge ,
should not be put off limits
to the oil industry permanently.
McCain doesn't have to fol.
low the platform and its unclear
whether he will give it much
weight: presidential candidates •
often don't. But the I I 2-mem- •
ber committee working on the
statement of party principles
in Minneapolis is trying not
to stray too far from McCain's '
views, while also satisfying the
conservative base.
The panel turned back a
move to deny citizenship to
U.S.-born children of illegal
immigrants. Opponents raised
constitutional concerns and said
the proposal would complicate
life for McCain, who has sponsored legislation giving illegal
immigrants a path toward legal
status but now prioritizes border secunty.
"I want to give him a platform he can run on," said Mississippi Gov, Haley Barbour.
"I don't want to stick my finger in his eye."
On immigration, Barbour
said the platform is the toughest ever put forward. It calls
for a border fence and English as the official language,
and opposes amnesty, dnver's
licenses, in-state tuition rates,
Social Secunty and other government benefits for illegal
immigrants. GOP delegates also
aim to block federal funds to
cities that bar police from working with immigration authorities under so-called sanctuary
ordinances.
Republicans are also doing
a balancing act on climate
change.
The platform acknowledges
a human role in increased carbon emissions — although a,
sentence linking those emissions to "a warming effect on
the earth" was yanked. The GOP
is calling for climate change
policies that are "global in
nature, based on sound science
and technology" and don't hurt
the economy. The document
also decries "no-growth radicalism" and says solutions
should not "force Americans
to
sacrifice
their way of
life or trim
their hopes and
for
dreams
their children."
Committee
member Trey
Grayson
of
Kentucky
Grayson
called the document
"the
greenest platform we've ever
had." But it lacks an explicit
endorsement of McCain's call
for mandatory cuts in emissions in a federal cap and trade
program that goes beyond anything supported by President
Bush.
Before the final vote, delegates waded deep into a debate
over embryonic stem cells —
another area where many differ with McCain, who supports
relaxing federal restrictions on
the funding of such research.
They voted to ban human
cloning and "the creation of
or experimentation on human
embryos for research purposThe platform goes before it
the full Republican National :71
Convention across town in St.
Paul on Monday.
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Elmo to show off green thumb at RSEC
Everyone seems to be thinking "green"
these days . . . even on Sesame Street.
Sesame Street Live. featuring "Elmo's
Green Thumb" is coming to Murray State
University's Regional Special Events Center
(RSEC)for five big shows Aug. 29-31.
Tickets are available at the RSEC box
office and Ticketmaster.com
The show in Murray will feature Elmo
and a cast of his friends as they tell the story
of how Elmo has raised his sunflower.
Sunny, from a seed, but now they are faced
with a dilemma since Sunny has grown too

large for his flowerpot.
Elmo and friends find that Big Bird's garden is the ideal place for Sunny but they are
too excited to wait for him to flourish and
grow in his new home. Rather than let
Sunny follow nature's course, Abby
Cadabby, Sesame Street's fairy-in-training,
casts a spell to make him grow. However,
the spell doesn't work exactly as planned
and instead of Sunny growing, Elmo and all
of his friends shrink.
While Abby searches for just the right
words to reverse the spell, Elmo, Zoe. Telly

and friends explore Big Bird's garden from
a smaller perspective and learn some big lessons about patience, overcoming their fears
and appreciating the role that each creature.
from dancing ladybugs and beautiful butterflies to grouchy beetles, plays in our ecosystem.
Purchase advance tickets in person at the
RSEC box office or by credit card at 270809-3000. Tickets may also be purchased
online through Ticketmaster.com or by calling the Ticketmaster toll-free line at 877894-4474.

Kruger Bros. headline Night of Stars
Back by popular demand, the
world famous Kruger Brothers
will return to perform in concert
at Murray State University on
Saturday. Sept. 6 at 7 p.m. in
Lovett Auditorium on campus.
Their appearance will be part of
the 5th annual Night of Stars
concert. Appearing with the
Kruger Brothers will be the
Murray
State
University
Symphonic Wind Ensemble
under the direction 01 Professor
Dennis L. Johnson.
The Kruger Brothers and
MSU's
Symphonic
Wind
Ensemble first appeared together at the 2007 Night of Stars.
-The reaction last year was so
overwhelming and remarkable
that we decided to fuse the bluegrass and classical world once
again," stated Johnson.
-The Kruger Brothers will be
performing on their own with
some new material as well as
combining with us on their original and very popular composition, Music from the Spring. The
difference this year is that we
will be performing a short medley of the popular tunes from
Part II. which the audience did
not hear last year. Favorites
from Pan I will also be presented," said Johnson.
The Kruger Brothers have
been performing together worldwide since the mid 1990s, leaving their native Switzerland to
move to the United States in the
fall of 2003. Their musical style
defies definition, encompassing
all styles of music through their
personal individual development, classical European musical influences, and love of the
American spirit.
Since their first appearances
in America in 1997, they have
continually performed for

Kruger Brothers
enthusiastic audiences throughout the country. Their virtuoso
playing combined with the manner in which they interact with
each other and with their audience makes their music uniquely
special.
An April 2008 article in
Bluegrass Journal describes the
Krugers as "nothing short of
magnificent, and the classiest of
acts that can be found on today's

earlier this year and is their first- their website at www.krugerever album featuring all original brothers.com. Selections of
material.
their music can be heard on
The Krugers are also active Pandora free Internet radio
as instructors at various music (www.pandora.com)
and
camps, schools and workshops, YouTube.
sharing their passion for music
All proceeds from the Night
with new generations of singers, of Stars concert will go toward
musicians and songwriters.
the
Symphonic
Wind
In addition to a busy touring Ensemble's invitational perschedule, the Krugers regularly formance at the famous John F.
appear on television and radio Kennedy Center (Washington,
bluegrass and acoustic scene. proper asrousolimeriaa..They- -D.C.) is April of 2009.
The Kruger's sound is both are the winner of a National
Advance tickets are rzcomintense and tranquil, it's classic, Endowment for the Arts Artistic mended and are available
classy and classical, and it's Excellence Award and were fea- through TicketMastercom or 1jazzy and grassy - all at the tured on the award winning 877-894-4474. Tickets also may
same time..."
bluegrass concert series "Song be purchased in advance at the
The brothers have released a of the Mountains" that aired this Regional Special Events Box
variety of celebrated CDs summer on PBS affiliates across Office, or by calling (270) 809including Jens Kruger's solo the U.S.
3000. Tickets will also be on
works. Profile and The Bridge,
The Kruger Brothers and sale at the door on the night of
and
the
groundbreaking their families now reside in the concert. Special discounts
Carolina Scrapbook series. North Wilkesboro in western for large groups are available.
Their latest compilation titled North Carolina. To learn more Contact Dennis Johnson at(270)
The Suite Vol. I was released about them and their music visit 809-6456 for more information.

Studies show that reading
keeps the mind sharp. Give your
brain a boost. Subscribe to the
newspaper and expand your mind
with a world of information.

Playhouse to hold
auditions for annual
Halloween production

LEDGER&TIMES

Playhouse in the Park is announcing auditions for its fall production. "Misery." by Stephen King.
The stage adaptation is just as thrilling as the film and promises
suspense and the perfect eerie setting for the Halloween season.
Directed by Jeff Miller. the show calls for one man to play 45-55,
slight build, sophisticated writer type. and one woman to play 40-50,
physically powerful. psychotic and dangerous.
The show runs Oct 17- Nov 2.
Auditions will be Monday at Playhouse from 6-8:30 p.m.
If interested in auditioning but cannot attend on Monday night.
please call Miller at(270) 227-7460.
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The Kruger Brothers
with the MSU Symphonic Wind Ensemble
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NIGHT OF STARS V
Saturday, Sept. 6, 2008

Tulip Talk by Martha Finney Andrus
1 have had many
request for more pictures, so in this column, I will share
some views from
around the Netherlands.
On Dam Square
in Amsterdam, this
is the War Maine.
nil. There is a ceremony here on The
Netherland's Memorial Day in early May
where Queen Beatrix lays a wreath at
the foot of this
memorial. It is a very
popular location for
tourist in Amsterdam
and when the weather is nice, this area
is full of the locals
and visitors.

This is the Palace also in Dam Square in Amsterdam and
located across the street from the Memorial. Royalty only
use this for formal events such as the wedding of the first
son of the Queen. You can also see one of the many trams
that run throughout Amsterdam and of course, bicycles. The
large area in front of the Palace is used many times a year
for large outdoor concerts and in the winter there is an ice
skating rink.

•

A harbor scene from Vlissengen. the Netherlands. This is
a small dorp(town) on the southern coast of the Netherlands
known as the Zeeland Province. It is a very popular tourist
attraction in the summer for Germans seeking a beach environment.
The sea coast in
Vlissgengen,
The
Netherlands. You can
see the more "modern" windmills that are
visible throughout the
country as well as the
more traditional wind
mill below.
Below is the famous
Cheese Market in Alkmaar, the Netherlands.
You can see this one
day a week during the
summer months and
performed mainly for
the tourist to show how
cheese
is
bought
through an auction and
how it is carried to
ti licks for distribution.

AUGUST 29-31
IRSE
Tickets:
RSEC Box Office • ticAStailair
877-894-4474
ticketmaster.co

7 p.m. • Lovett Auditorium
Murray State University
Adults: $15 • MSC Students Children under 12: $10

tidcetmaster

www.ticketmaster.com
or 1-877-894-4474
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Ask CENTURY 21 Loretta
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Officials may evacuate New Orleans for Gustav
NEW ORLEANS tAllo — National
Guard troops stand ready. batteries and
water bottles are selling briskly, and
one small-town mayor has spent a
sleepless night worrying. The New
Orleans area is skittishly watching as a
storm marches across the Caribbean on
the es e of Hurricane Katrina's third
anniversary.
With forecasters warning that a
strengthening Gustav could slam into
the Gulf Coast as a major hurricane. a
New Orleans still recovering from
Hurricane Katrina's devastating hit
drew up evacuation plans.
"I'm panicking,- said Evelyn
Fuselier of Chalmette. whose home was
submerged in 14 feet of floodwater
when Katrina hit. Fuselier said she's
been back home only a year and nervously watched as Gustav swirled
toward the Gulf of Mexico. "I keep
thinking, 'Did the Corps fix the levees?.' Is my house going to flood
again?' ... 'Am I going to have to go
through all this again?"
Taking no chances, city officials
began preliminary planning to evacuate
and lock down the city in hopes of
avoiding the catastrophe that followed
Katrina in 2005.
New Orleans Mayor Ray Nagin left
the Democratic National Convention in
Denver to return home for the preparations. Gov. Bobby Jindal declared a
state of emergency to lay the groundwork for federal assistance, and put

3,000 National Guard troops on standby
A day after stalling off Haiti's coast,
Gustav was centered about 80 miles
east of Kingston, Jamaica, and moving
slowly toward the west-southwest near
6 mph at 8 a.m. EDT Thursday. The
storm was expected to pass very close
to Jamaica later in the day, according to
the National Hurricane Center in
Miami.
Gaining strength over warm
Caribbean waters, Gustav was expected
to again become a hurricane later
Thursday, according to the National
Hurricane Center. It said maximum sustained winds rose from about 50 mph to
near 70 mph overnight.
Meanwhile, a new tropical depression formed farther east in the Atlantic
with winds near 35 mph.
Forecasters said Wednesday that
Gustav could strengthen to a Category
3 hurricane with winds of III mph or
higher in coming days before hitting
somewhere between the Florida
Panhandle and Texas.
If a Category 3 or stronger hurricane
comes within 60 hours of the city. New
Orleans plans to institute a mandatory
evacuation order. Unlike Katrina. there
will be no massive shelter at the
Superdome, a plan designed to encourage residents to leave. Instead, the state
has arranged for buses and trains to take
people to safety.
It was unclear what would happen to

WI

4
Two men carry the coffin of one out of eight dead peop!e due to a landslide caused by Hurricane Gustav durint
their burial in Santo Domingo, Wednesday. According to authorities the landslide caused eight victims, including
two infants.
stragglers. Jerry Sneed, the city's emergency preparedness director, said officials are ready to move about 30,000
people. Nearly 8,000 people had signed
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up for transportation help h) laic
Wednesday.
Hurricane Katrina struck New
Orleans on Aug. 29, 2005. its storm
surge blasting through the levees that
protect the city. Eighty percent of the
city was flooded. After the destruction,
many people never returned, and the
city's population, around 310,0(X) people, is roughly two-thirds what it was
before the storm, though estimates vary
wildly.
The Army Corps of Engineers has
since spent billions of dollars to
improve the levee system. but because
of two quiet hurricane seasons, the
flood walls have never been tested.
Floodgates have been installed on
drainage canals to stop any storm surge
from entering the city, and levees have
been raised and strengthened with concrete in many places.
Robert Turner Jr., the regional levee
director, said the levee system can handle a storm with the likelihood of
occurring every 30 years. what the
corps calls a 30-year gam. By comparison, Katrina was a 396-year storm.
Gustav formed Monday and roared
ashore Tuesday as a Category I hurricane near the southern Haitian city of
Jacmel with top winds near 90 mph.
toppling palm trees and flooding the
city's Victorian buildings.
The storm triggered flooding aid
landslides that killed 23 people in the
Caribbean. It weakened into a tropical

qiirin and appeared headed for
Jamaica. though it has begun to grow,
stronger again by drawing energy from
warm, open water.
Scientists cautioned that the storm's
track and intensity were difficult to predict days in advance.
But in southern Louisiana, there was
little else to do except prepare as if it
were Katrina.
In Grand Isle, tractor loads of dirt
and mud were being hauled in to fill
portions of the levee system damaged
by Katrina. said Grand Isle Mayor
David Camardelle. The coastal community south of New Orleans historically
is one of the first to evacuate whql
tropical weather threatens.
"I couldn't sleep last night!'
Camardelle said. "We just came back
from so much."
Emergency preparations also were
under way along Mississippi's coast,
The eye of Hurricane Katrina pushed
ashore near the small towns of
Waveland and Bay St. Louis. Miss., and
along the 70-mile coastline. roughly
65,000 homes were destroyed and thousands of businesses and casino barges
were wiped out.
Meanwhile, Alabama Gov. Bob
Riley said state agencies were keeping
a close watch on Gustav as he urged his
3ire11:1101f coast residents to review
personal emergency plans and enter
storm-preparation mode.
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CROSSTOWN CLASSIC • FRIDAY • 7:30 P.M. • Roy STEWART STADIUM

A little more
than pride &
bragging rights
•

•

MICHAEL DANN

Ledger & Times

Calloway County head coach Josh McKee! (far left) and
Murray High's Steve Duncan (far right) stand with Murray
Bank President Ronnie Gibson (left) ana Tony Ryan, who
played at Calloway County and Murray State. The two are
holding The Helmet" trophy which will be given to the winners
of Friday night's Crosstown Classic contest The winner's
name will be engraved on the trophy and will be used as a
traveling trophy which will be displayed in the schools' trophy
cases.

THE HELMET TROPHY UNVEILED
FOR FIRST TIME WEDNESDAY
By TOMMY DILLARD
Sports Writer
When Calloway County
and Murray meet on the football field Friday night, for the
first time in the history of the
series they'll be playing for
something more than pride and
bragging rights.
One team will walk away
from Roy Stewart Stadium
with hardware in tow, thanks
to Murray Bank. which
unveiled the first annual
Crosstown Classic trophy
Wednesday afternoon at its
South 12th Street Branch.
When Murray Bank first
Tommy DILLARD Ledger 8 TaheS announced its sponsorship of
Calloway County junior Jordan Burkeen drops back to pass in practice earlier this week. Watching in the background is sen- the game in July, president and
ior starting quarterback Casey Brockman. who is questionable for the Lakers Fnday night season opener against Murray due CEO Ronnie Gibson talked
to a hand injury. If he can't play, Burkeen will get the starting nod.
with radio promoters Travis
Turner and Scott Swells about
creating a traveling trophy for
the game.
The men literally put their
heads together and, with a little help from local designer
Jerry McCoy, came up with a
trophy that features helmets
from both schools.
"We wanted it to be something where, if I got the trophy. I got something from the
By TOMMY DILLARD
other team," Gibson said.
Sports Write7
i We're going to go in The following is a NM of results from the Murray Hrch — "With both helmets on there, it
One quarterback has racked up more than
kind of demonstrates what it
Calkway County 11,gh Soneot Football dvalry In 26
2,500 yards in his high school career and set with the mindset that he's still
games /le se-as a tied at 13-al
is. If I'm Murray. I get to capsingle-season school records for both
hurt and we've got to be ready 1979 Murray 32 Calloway Co. 6
ture a Calloway helmet and if
yardage and touchdown passes.
1980 Murray 21. Calloway Co 8
I'm Calloway, I get a Murray
The other threw for 19 yards last season to play with another guy
1981 No Game
.and has never started a high school football
1982 Muray 6. Calloway Co. 3
leading the ship.
1983 Murray 28, Calk:may Co 7
game.
1984 Murray 20. Calloway Co 19
It was the latter. Jordan Budreen, running
— Josh McKeel
1985 Murray 28 Calloway Co. 6
the Calloway County offense in practice
1986 Calloway CO. 9, Murray 7
CCHS head coach on Casey
Wednesday afternoon, scarcely more than 48
1987 Calloway Co 34, MillTly 0
1988 Callowcy Co. 34, Murray 7
hours before the Lakers open their season Brockman's hand injury and his backup
1989 Calloway Co 37, Murray 31
against crosstown rival Murray Friday night.
1990 Calloway Co 23, Murray 12
Jordan Burkeen
The former, senior quarterback and
1991 Cailoway Co 19 Murray 14
Classic
Crosstown
1992 Murray 17, Gear:war! Co 6
returning starter Casey Brockman, is still
1993 Murray 27. Calloway Co. 7
Preview can be found
sidelined with an injury to his non-throwing
1994 Murray 28, Calloway Co. 21
on
page
8111
hand that has made it impossible for the
1995 Calloway Co 24. Murray 21
1996 Galloway Co. 24, Murray 19
Division 1 college recruit to take snaps or Calloway has gone with a quarterback-by 1997 Calloway Co 13, Murray 12
make hand-offs.
committee approach, splitting time among
1998 Murray 28. Calloway Co 14
When Brockman suffered the injury in Burkeen, running backs Austin Hargrove and
1999 Murray 23, Calloway Co. 13
2001) Calloway Co 42, Murray 7
late July, his status for the Lakers' season- Tyrrell Willis and wide receiver George
2001 Murray 31, Galloway Co. 13
opener was considered questionable. Now, Garner.
2002 Calloway Co. 35. Mun-ay 8
With the kickoff just over a day away. not
2003 No Game
While each brings a different look to the
2004 No Game
Much has changed.
Laker offense, McKeel said he'll start
2005 Murray 32. Calloway Go 26
"It's up in the air for Friday night," Burkeen in the absence of Brockman prima2006 Calloway Co. 44. Murray 0
Calloway head coach Josh McKeel said rily because of his knowledge of the offense.
2007 Calloway Co. 27. Murray 21
Staff Report
Wednesday. "We're going to go in with the But just because Burkeen has been pegged as
The Calloway County golf
mindset that he's still hurt and we've got to the starter doesn't mean Hargrove and Willis different offense depending on who the quarbe ready to play with another guy leading the have disappeared from Calloway's quarter- terback is, but we've got to do whatever we squads both fell to Heath on
Wednesday at Silos Country
can with the strengths we have."
ship."
back picture.
Brockman was scheduled for a doctor's
Burkeen was admittedly shaky in his first Club in Kevil.
"They all do different things well, but
appointment this afternoon and could still there's not really one that does everything scrimmage against Christian County on Aug.
On the boys side. the Pirates
play if he receives medical clearance as well exceedingly well," McKeel said. "Casey can 14, but said he felt more comfortable against fired a team 153. besting the
as the go-ahead from McKee!. That decision certainly do a lot of different things while Heath last Friday.
Lakers, who shot 161, by eight
will be made sometime in the next 36 hours. these guys do one or the other very well.
"I wasn't expecting to be starting this strokes. Calloway's Daniel
Until then, however, the Lakers are oper- Burkeen throws the ball much better and soon," Burkeen said between reps at prac- Harper tied Heath golfer Reece
ating under the assumption that Burkeen, a knows the offense. Hargrove runs the ball tice. "I was shaky at first but I've calmed Streufert for medalist honors as
junior, will be making his first varsity start extremely well and Tyrrell does a little bit of down since then. I'm excited for it. I want both shot 37.
Casey to play — it's his senior year—but if
under the lights of Roy Stewart Stadium on
The Pirates, however, saw
Friday.
Calloway's offensive look will likely he doesn't, I think we're going to be ready four of their five golfers score in
Burkeen backed up Brockman during the change with whomever is conducting the with me."
the 30s. Just two Lakers came in
Lakers' run to the second round of the play- offense. The Lakers' usual spread under
Brockman has acted as an assistant coach under the 40 mark — Harper
offs last season, but the 5-foot-9 sophomore Brockman could shift to a run-first set with of sorts since he's been sidelined, and and Hunter Garrison. who shot a
rarely saw playing time and threw just two Hargrove or Willis under center.
Burkeen says his older counterpart has been 39.
passes over the course of the year. With
"We've got to take advantage of what we beside him every step of the way.
Austin Miles (40). Chasten
Brockman sidelined in the preseason, have." McKee! said. "It's going to be a little
See BACKUP,2B
Howard (411 and Brock

Got Your

BURKEEN BACKING UP BROCKMAN, WHOSE STATUS IS STILL 'UP IN 'THE AIR'
THE SERIES

d

helmet."
The trophy will be awarded
to the winning school, which
will keep it until next year's
game, where it will be placed
on that school's sideline during game action.
Head coaches from both
schools were present at the
unveiling, and both brought a
contingent of senior players
for a photo opportunity.
In July. Murray Bank
announced a partnership with
coaches and administrators
from both schools as well the
Froggy 103.7 radio station to
sponsor and promote the rivalry game. Additionally, the
Murray Bank planned to
donate $2,500 per year to each
school's athletic fund in return
for naming rights to the game.
Now. Gibson hopes the trophy adds even more excitement to the rivalry that dates
back to 1979.
"We wanted to come up
with something that would
give a little added incentive to
play for," he said. "We started
out with a gold football and a
helmet on top of that and
thought. 'This thing's going to
be 300 pounds', so we got
Jerry McCoy to help us design
the base and we just put the
two helmets together and
called it the 'Battle of the
Helmets.—

•

•

I

PREP GOLF ROUNDUP
•

Lakers lose to
Heath at Silos
CCHS WILL HOST MARSHALL
COUNTY TODAY AT THE OAKS
Simmons (45) rounded out the
Laker contingent.
On the girls side. the Lady
Pirates shot 169 as a team. 26
strokes better than Calloway's
195. Heath's Christine Cash
took medalist honors, firing the
low score of the day in boys' or
girls' competition with a 34.
Calloway was led by Katie
Tindell. who shot 47. Madison
Connell (48). Safiah Hassan
(50)and Summer Simmons(50)
also competed for the Lady
Lakers.
Calloway returns to competition today as both boys and girls
host Marshall County at Oaks
Country Club.

Spur's
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AROUND 'THE STATE: LOUISVILLE

THURSDAY'S
BRIEFS
Middelton, 3
others suspended
BUX)MINC;TON. Ind. tAP)
-- Indiana defensive end Greg
Middleton. who led the nation
with 16 sacks last season. and
three other players have been sus*
pendcd for one game for undisclosed disciplinary reasons.
Middleton was first-team Ana
Big Ten and a third-team All.
America selection
The suspensions. announce*
Tuesday by coach Bill Lynch, will
he for the Hoosiers season-open,
.
mg game Saturday again*
Ryan
Kentucky.
Western
Marando, who had six sacks lot
season, will ieplace Middleton in
the starting lineup.
The other suspended players,
none ef them starters, are tight
end Troy Wagner, safety Brandon
Mosley and freshman deferistan
end Kyle Kozak

NCAA
down QB
Maul( again
CINCINNATI
(AP)
Quarterback Ben Mauk has [oat
his latest appeal to the NCAA fat
„meatier year of eligibility.
- The NCAA informed the
University of Cincinnati on
Wednesday that Mauk had been
nned down again.
'The case fell into confusion
tins:week. On Monday an NCAA
representative told Mack's lawyer
the appeal had beer' turned down
The next day his lawyer got
another call saying the staff wait
still considering the case. On
Wednesday. the university sa:d
was informed by the NCAA that
thedecision was final.
Mauk led the Berucats to 10
aizMa and a No 17 final tanking
'fast a:eason. when he came hack
'fn*
. serious shasulaer and mit
injuries. He appealed for &rah*
Sea9ori on grounds that iajuring
sidelined him during his career an
Wakc Foreat and Ciacinita. Hes
heel) turned down tow times
- The Brarcats izin their sea
at borne against lEastem Kenna**
on Thursday

School system launches
probe into player's death

•

ElffBOAR
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Paying too much for
Home Insurance?
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978.0355 • 1702 MO'ill s4 BYPASS• MURRAY. KY

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — Louisville's were violated.
school system has launched an investigation into
About 2,000 people, including classmates.
the death of a I5-year-old high school football packed Valley View Church in Louisville for
player who collapsed at a practice last week.
Gilpin's funeral on Wednesday.
The investigation into Max Gilpin's death
Principal David Johnson said about 300 studuring the weekend will focus on what hap- dents, some wearing buttons with Gilpin's photo
pened while players were running sprints at the on it, brought parental permission slips to attend
end of practice, Jefferson County Public Schools the funeral. About 85 of Max's teammates
spokeswoman Lauren Roberts said.
attended the service, The Couner-Journal reportGilpin was a sophomore at Pleasure Ridge ed. Some 160 students came on school buses.
Park High School He collapsed Aug. 20 in 94Gilpin was buried in his football jersey beardegree heat and had trouble breathing. He died ing the number 61. Dozens of red and black
Saturday night at a hospital.
flowers, the school's colors, surrounded his casJefferson County Deputy Coroner Sam ket at the front of the church during the service.
Weakley told The Courier-Journal a specific
Roberts said the investigation into Gilpin's
cause of Gilpin's death had not been established,
death would include an interview with a player
from
heat
be
complications
but it appeared to
who was with Gilpin. but that meeting would
stroke.
take place in the days after the funeral.
Along with the school system investigation,
Roberts also said four parents have contacted
Louisville Metro Police homicide detectives
will meet with prosecutors to review what is the school system, echoing complaints similar to
known about Gilpin's death, Lt. Col. Troy Riggs those reported Wednesday in The Couriersaid. Jefferson County Commonwealth's Journal.
Four people who were at Pleasure Ridge Park
Attorney David Stengel called and requested the
meeting, but there is no active police investiga- High School for a soccer game when a player
collapsed during football practice last week say
tion, Riggs said.
"We're just reviewing the case because he they heard a coach deny players' requests for
called and asked us," Riggs told The Associated water.
Press.
All four told The Courier-Journal that they
Steve Tedder, a spokesman for Stengel, con- were watching the soccer game on an adjacent
firmed the prosecutor's call. Tedder said Stengel field, but were closer to the football players and
wanted a review of the case to see if any laws their attention was drawn by the coach's yelling.

Murray to Host USTA Kentucky
Mixed Doubles Championships
Championship in New Orleans where they will
Staff Report
More than 400 tennis players and spectators compete against teams from eight other states.
"These players are on the best mixed doubles
from across the state are expected to take part in
the USTA Kentucky Mixed Doubles teams throughout Kentucky so it will be a great
Championships, which are being held weekend of tennis in Murray," said Kathy Klein,
USTA Kentucky State League Coordinator."We
September 5-7 in Murray.
The Purchase Area Tennis Association and are all set to go and are hoping for great tennis
Murray State University are proud to host this playing weather."
USTA League Tennis is the largest adult
major sporting event and are coordinating
efforts locally for site management and staffing recreational tennis league in the country. USTA
volunteers. Matches will be played throughout League Tennis Mixed Doubles is similar to
the area at sites including Murray State's Bennie USTA League Tennis in that it offers competiPurcell Courts, Murray State's Recreational 16th tive league tennis play at the local and sectional
Street Courts. Mayfield High School, and The level, culminating in a Regional Championship.
However, the USTA League Tennis Mixed
Scott Thompson Tennis Center.
The teams, which represent various clubs, Doubles program allows players of different
parks. recreational departments and organiza- NTRP levels to play together, encouraging partions, have finished at the top of their local ticipants to play with their friends, family and
leagues. They are now vying for a spot to co-workers. The levels offered include adult 5.0
advance to represent USTA Kentucky at the - 10.0 and senior and super senior 5.0 - 9.0.
USTA Southern Mixed Doubles Sectional

SF 11181urrow.com
4-mail. stuort _Alexander .kethunt.cons

NATIONAL SPORTS SCOREBOARD
American League Standings
Alt Times CDT
East Division
W
L Pct GB
_
80 51 611
Tampa Bay
77 55 583 3 1'2
Boston
70
62
53010
12
New York
68 64 51512 12
Toronto
18
63 70 474
Baltimore
Central Division
W L Pet GB
_
Chicago
76 57 571
1
75 58 564
Minnesota
65 67 49210 I 2
Cleveland
12
64 69 481
Detroit
20
56 77 421
Kansas City
West Division
W L Pet 08
—
80 52 606
Los Angeles
15
66 68 493
Texas
61 72 45919 12
Oakland
50 83 37630 1,2
Seattle

Wednesday's Games
Minnesota 6 Seattle 5
Boston 11.NY Yankees 3
Cleveland 9. Detroit 7
Baltimore 11, Chicago White Sox 3
Tampa Bay I. Toronto 0
Texas 3, Kansas City 2
Oakland 6, LA Angels 5
Thursday's Games
Boston (Lester 12-5) at N.Y Yankees
(Mussina 16.7), 12 05 p m
Toronto tLitsch 9-7) at Tampa Bay
(Jackson 10-8), 6 10 p m.
Minnesota (Blackburn 9-81 at Oakland
(Eveland 8-8). 9 05 P m
Texas (McCarthy 0-01 at L A Angels
(Garland 11-8). 9 05 p m
Friday's Games
Toronto (Burnell 16-9) at N.Y Yankees
(Pavano 1-0). 605 p m
Kansas City (K Davies 5-5) at Detroit
(Miner 7-4). 605 p m
Chicago While Sox (Vazquez 10-11) at
Boston (Beckett 11-91, 605 p.m
Seattle IF Hernandez 8-8) at Cleveland
(Sowers 2-6) 605 p.m
Baltimore (Guthrie 10-10) at Tampa Bay
(Kazmir 9-6). 6 10 p m
Minnesota ISlowey 10-81 at Oakland
(Meyer 0-2). 9 05 p m
Texas (Nippen 1-3! at LA Angels
(E Santana 13-51, 9 05 p

Nation* League Standings
All Times CDT
East Division
W
L Pct GB
74 60 552
—
New York
73 60 549 12
Philadelphia
68 68 511 5 1,2
Florida
58 75 43615 1'2
Atlanta
Washington
48 85 36125 12
Central Division
W L Pet GB
—
83 50 624
Chicago
77 56 579
6
Mskivaukee
74 60 552 9 1/2
St Louis
67
66
504
16
Houston
58 75 436
25
Cincinnati
26
57 76 429
Pittsburgh
West Division
W L Pet GB
—
68 65 511
Arizona
65 68 489
3 •
Los Angeles
63 72 467
6 ,
Colorado
59 74 444
9
San Francisco
51 82 383
17
San Diego
Wednesday's Games
Chicago Cubs 2 Patsburgh 0
San Diego 5. Arizona 4
N 5 Mets 6. Philadelphia 3
Florida 4, Atlanta 1
Washington 5. L A Dodgers 4
Houston 4 Cincinnati 1
St Louis 5. Milwaukee 3
San Francisco 4, Colored) 1
Thursday's Games
Cincinnati (Harang 4-13) at Houston
iBacke 8-12). 1 05 pm
Florida jA Sanchez 2-2) at Atlanta
(Morton 3-81. 6 10 p m
LA Dodgers (Kershaw 2-4) at
Washington (Lannan 7-121. 6 10 p m
Philadelphia (Hamets 11-8) at Chicago
Cubs (Dempster 15-5). 7 05 p m
Friday's Games
Phsladelphla (Blanton 1-01 at Chicago )
Cubs (Harden 4.11. 1 20 p m
Milwaukee (Bush 8-9) at Pittsburgh
(Gorze(anny 6-8), 6 05 p m
N V Mets (04 Perez 9-7) at Florida
(Volstad 4-3). 6:10 p.m
San Francisco (Zito 8-15) at Cincinnati
I Volquez 15-5), 610 p.m.
Atlanta (Campillo 7-6) at Washington
((3d Perez 5-101,63S p.m
St Louis ILohse 13-6) at Houston (Woe
8-11) 705 pm
L A Dodgers iKuroda 7-9) at Anzona
(Davis 5-8') 8 40 p m
Colorado (Cook 15-81 at San Diego
ID Hayhurst 0-0) 905 p m

Sportsikiefs
•Fans may purchase tickets for Fnday's Murray Bank Crosstown
Classic Murray High vs. Calloway County football game on Thursday
and Friday from 8 a.m.-1 p.m. in the front office of Calloway County High
School All tickets are $5. Contact Coach McKee( at 762-7374 extension

114 for more information.
•The Murray High Quarterback Club will be selling their '08 in the
Hunt" T-shirts at the school Thursday and Fnday before and after school
as well as during lunch. Cost is $10,

•Lakers
00000000
Sponsored

Hebasto

by

Feel the drive

2008 Della Miller
Community Classic Golf Tournament 0
Friday, September 5, 2008
Lunch 11:30 a.m.•1:00 p.m. Shotgun Start

Miller Memorial Golf Course

SPONSORS
$75.00

2814 Pottertown Rd. - Murray, KY

Door Prizes for All Entries
4 Person Scramble
(men/mixed and ladies)
Divisions
2

Includes Tee Box Sign

Entry: $60 per person
(includes green fees, cart, lunch and golf towel)

Rain Data: Friday, Soptembor 19, 2008 at 8:30 a.m.
Rohm are provided at Isieresomeei Owe-in

All procoods
go to support:

amber01Commerce

Olber Sponsors

rz2

United
"
Way.

PEPSI
t•10.6

ENTRY FORM
2008 Della Miller Community Classic Golf Tournament
Murray Country Club
Phone

Address

Nan,
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"He's always right there
talking to me," Burkeen said.
"If I do something wrong, he
kind of critiques me and even
if I do something right, he
always adds something in to
make me better."
Brockman isn't the only
injured Laker, and Burkeen
won't be helped by the fact
that two of Calloway's starters
on the offensive line, Grant
Williams and Logan Burks,
will both be sidelined on
Friday.
All in all, the early fall hasn't gone quite as planned for
Calloway. McKeel acknowledges his offense is farther
behind than it would have
been with his starting quarterback healthy. While Brockman
has been able to throw, he hasn't been in a game-type situation since July.
At Murray, head coach
Steve Duncan said he is

2

stoikvi Your Labor

ay
Party Supplies Today!

*e° G ;\
All name, listed will be entered before the tournament for door pnve drawings
VOU MUST BE PRESENT TO WIN ANNOUNCED PRIZES
Eatry fee of $60.00 per person must accompimy entry form.
of entries
of Holt. sponsors

Ci) $60.00 each =

preparing his team as if give Calloway the lead with
Brockman will be playing on under two minutes remaining:
Friday.
"It's not really going to
change anything because
Terry Iletier
Amer
we've seen that they've got
other quarterbacks who are
Ic sdvetr
very good." Duncan said.
$05 Main St • 753 584
"They've got some kids that
would be starting quarterbacks
TV, radio
at other schools.
TODAY
"(Whether or not Brockman
COLLEGE FOOTBALL
7 p.m.
plays) is going to affect the
ESPN — N.0 State at South Carolina
game, but I believe he'll be
FSN — Wake Forest at Baylor
p.m.
there anyway. We're just planESPN2 — Oregon St at Stanford
ning on him being there."
MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL
After tossing three inter7 p.m.
WGN — Philadelphia at Chicago Cube
ceptions in his first career start
NFL FOOTBALL
against Murray last season,
6 p.m.
NBC — Preseason, Jacksonville at
Brockman recovered late in
Washington
the second half to rally
TENNIS
Calloway to a come-from6 p.m.
USA — US Open men sand
behind victory at Ty Holland
s
second
round. at New Your ,
women
Field.
Locally
The then-junior drove the
COLLEGE FOOTBALL
Lakers 81 yards in six plays
6:30 p.m.
and fired a touchdown strike
WFGE 103 7 FM, WiA3S 1340 AM—
Murray State vs Lambuth
to receiver Chris Dobbins to

LEDGER&TIMES

B

imbit

c.

From

Total Amount Due:

e $75.00 each.

:end entry form and cheats) made payable to: United Way et Murray Calloway County. Mail to: United Way.
607 Poplar. Alurras, K1 42071.
or more information. please call the United Way Office al 753-0317 or the Chamber of Conunerce at 753-5171.
DV SIO.INE FOR ENTRY IS MOND4 SEPTEWBER 1ST 2004

ciagfo

mava414

MINERAL WELLS
PACKAGE STORE
908 Mineral Wells Ave. • Paris, TN
731-642-7788
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ScholarshipNews

..

nessee. At least 75 percent
of the recipient's gross income
must come from a farm. The
award is renewable with a 2.0
GPA for the sophomore year
and with a 3.0 GPA for the
junior or senior years.
The Hope, Endeavor and
Achievement Scholarship is
available to all students.
3i.
The Leadership Award is
: The Murray Lions Club
based on contributions in high
Groover A. Parker Memorial
school activities, church and
Scholarship is available to stuJohnathan Torsak. a 2008 community service. Recipients
dents who graduated in the top
50 percent of their class from graduate of Calloway County must have a minimum 2.75
Murray or Calloway County High School. has been award- GPA.
Johnathan is the son of Dale
ed the Honor
high schools A 3.0 GPA is
Scholarship, Torsak and Ny le Torsak, both
required and preference is given
the Dan C. and of Murray. He is majoring in
o students who were involved
Hutson music at Murray State.
Sue
with FFA or FHA.
Scholarship,
All students are eligible for
Kristin Vaughan. a 2008
the
Hope.
the Bill and Geim Cherry ScholEndeavor and graduate of Calloway County
arship. although preference is
Achievement High School, has been awardgiven to students majoring in
ed the School
Based Scholaragriculture education or agriand Communiship and the
cultural mechanization. Recipty Recognition
Leadership
ients must maintain a 2.0 GPA
to
Award
The Bernice B. and Ethel Award to attend Murray State
attend Murray
T Boyd Agriculture Scholarship University.
State UniversiThe Honor Scholarship recis available to students with a
ty.
major in agriculture. Prefer- ognizes entenng freshmen or
The School
ence is given to graduates of transfer students who are outand CommuniGraves or Calloway counties. standing achievers or leaders.
ty Recognition
The Dan C. and Sue HutJacqueline is the daughter
Award is availof Steven and JoAnna Thomas son Scholarship is available to
;of Murray. She is majonng incoming freshmen who are able to students based on conin agriculture education at Mur- residents of Ballard. Caldwell, tributions to school, church and
Calloway. Carlisle. Crittenden, community. The award is
ray State.
Fulton, Graves. Hickman. Lyon, applied to normal university
Haley Thomason. a 2006 Livingston. Marshall, McCrack- housing charges and is a onegraduate of Murray High en and Trigg counties in Ken- year. non-renewable award.
Kristin is the daughter of
School, has been awarded the tucky, or Henry. (Non. StewGeorge E. Beitierwell Scholar- art and Weakley counties in Ten- Cindy Vaughan of Murray. She
ship to attend Murray State
University.
Beitierwell
The George
Scholarship is available to Kentucky students who reside west
:of the Pennyrile Parkway.
Haley is the daughter of
Dale and Sonia Thomason ot
Murray. She is majoring in
chemistry aid pre-pharmacy
Murray State.
Murray State University is
a comprehensive four-year public university with an enrollment of 10,150 students. A
large number of programs are
-Offered for students pursuing the
master',
or
baccalaureate
degrees. MSU has been ranked
among the top universities in
the country by U.S. News A,
World Report America's Besi
Jacqueline Thomas, a 2007
aduate of Calloway County
gh School, has been awardthe Murray Lions Club
Groover A. Parker Scholarship.
the Bill and Gean Cherry Scholarship and the Bernice B. and
libel T. Boyd Scholarship to
*end Murray State Universi-

1

ship is available to students
that preferably graduated from
a high school in western Kentucky. A minimum 3.2 GPA is
required.
The Honor Scholarship recognizes entering freshmen or
transfer students who are outstanding achievers or leaders.
Savannah is the daughter of
Kerry and Debbie Todd of Murray.

is majonng in biology at Murray State
Breanzut Dorothea Volt). a
2(1)5 graduate of Murray High
School, has been awarded the
Chemistry Scholarship to attend
Murray State University.
Scholarships from the department of chemistry are available to chemistry majors who
hold a minimum 3.0 GPA.
Breanna is the daughter of
Robert and Brenda Volp of
Murray. She is majoring in
chemistry at Murray State.
Murray State University is
a comprehensive four-year public university with an enrollment of 10,150 students. A
large number of programs are
offered for students pursuing the
master's
or
baccalaureate
degrees. MSU has been ranked
among the top universities in
the country by U.S. News &
World Report America's Best
Colleges for 17 consecutive
years, in addition to receiving
honors from a number of other
college ranking services and
publications for the quality of
its education and its affordability.
Chess Volp, a 2008 graduate of Murray High School.
has been awarded the Honor
Scholarship, the Fred T. Schultz
Honorary Scholarship, the Ina
and Panm Blalock Memorial
Scholarship, the Leadership
Award and the Murray Lion

Club Groover A. Parker Memorial Scholarship to attend Murray State University.
The Honor Scholarship recognizes entering freshmen or
transfer students who are outstanding achievers or leaders.
The Fred T. Schultz Honorary Scholarship is available
to incoming freshmen majoring in a field ol their choice.
The Ina and Pars in Blalock
Scholarship is awarded to a
graduate of Calloway County
High School or Murray High
School who has demonstrated
leadership qualities. A minimum
GPA of 3.15 is required.
The Leadership Award is
based on contributions in high
school activities, church and
community service. Recipients
must have a minimum 2.75
GPA.
The Murray Lions Club
Groover A. Parker Memorial
Scholarship is available to students who graduated in the top
50 percent of their class from
Murray or Calloway County
high schools. A 3.0 GPA is
required and preference is given
to students who were involved
with FFA or FHA.
Chess is the son of Robert
and Brenda Volp of Murray.
He is majoring in chemistry
at Murray State.
Robert Wade, a 2005 graduate of Calloway County High
School, has been awarded the
Frank R. Buhler and Gladys

Edwards Buhler Agriculture
Scholarship. the BillingtonShipley Agnbusiness Scholarship and the Hope. Endeavor
and Achievement Scholarship
to attend Murray State University.
The Frank R. Buhler and
Gladys Edwards Buhler Agriculture Scholarship is available
to junior agriculture students
who hold a minimum 2.75
GPA.
Billington-Shipley
The
Agribusiness Scholarship is
available to Kentucky residents
who graduated from a Kentucky high school. Student must
be specializing in a field of
agriculture leading to an
agribusiness career. Recommendation of advisor or department chair is required.
The Hope. Endeavor and
Achievement Scholarship is
available to all students.
Robert is the son of Robert
Bruce and Jamie Wade of Murray. He is majoring in agribusiness at Murray State.
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Colleges

for

17 consecutive

years, in addition to receiving
honors from a number of othei
college ranking services and
publications for the quality
its education and its affordability.
Monica Thurmond. a 2008
graduate of Calloway County
High School, has been awarded the H. Glenn
Doran Scholarship. the Honor
Scholarship,
the Leadership
the
Award.
Shroat-Huie
Dunn Memorial Scholarship
and the Math
Scholarship to
attend Murray State University.
The H. Glenn Doran Scholarship is available to freshmen
students who are preferabl
majoring in business. Preference
is extended to residents of Cal
loway, Livingston. Lyon, Grave,
or Marshall counties in Ken
tucky. or Henry County. Tenn
The Honor Scholarship rev
ognizes entering freshmen 0,
transfer students who are out
standing achievers or leaders.
The Leadership Award is
based on contributions in high
school activities, church and
community service. Recipient,
must have a minimum 2.75
CPA.
Dunn
Shroat-Huie
The
11emorial Scholarship is avail
able to a graduate. or the
child/granchild of a graduate
of a high school located in
Calloway County. Ky. The
recipient must hold a mini
mum 3.0 GPA.
• The department of mathematics and statistics awards
scholarships to incoming freshmen mathematics majors based
on academic achievement and
leadership skills. Recipients
must have been recommended
by past math teachers
Monica is the daughter of
Gary Wade and Mary Ellen
Denny Thurmond of Murray.
She is majoring in math education at Murray State.
Savannah Todd. a 2008
graduate of Calloway County
/Sigh School. has been awardJim Garrison Scholarial
s,hip and the Honor Scholar4fip to attend Murray State
University.
The Jim Garrison Scholar-
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To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Jill Stephens or Ashley Morris
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.-Office Hours: Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m. • Fax: 753-1927
DISCLAIMER
When accessing the
-help wanted'. ,e,:tion
on OW classifieds
webpage at
murrayledger corn,
you will be oechrected
to jobnetwork.corn
By default,
Murray and local job
listings will appear on
this website
However. as a national
website, not all listings
on the jobnetwork.corn
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
job listings Thank you

We Love You, Your Faithful Friends
Buddy and Heidi

Happy 75th )"
Mr. Jack
From Your Angel

Bntthaven of Benton is currently accepting applications for the following position. RN's afternoon
shift We offer competitive wages and an excellent
benefit package Mum be licensed in the State of
Kentucky. Apply in person at Rntthaien of Benton
26(f7 Main Street Hwy 641 S Benton, KY 42025

teem& a Oakes

Like
Nola

PUBLIC NOTICE
The Calloway County Health Center will be cloeed
from September 15. 2008 through September 19.
2008 The center will reopen at its new location on
602 Memory Lane on September 22, 2008.
During this time period. if you are in need of
urgent health center services, please call
270-247-1490 for assistance
thp Pkiic, •

POND Stocking!
Thurs, 9/41 The Fish
Truck will be at Henry
Farmers Co-Op 10 3011.15, Murray SS
11.30-12:00 1-800335-2077 or
www.kyfishtruck.corn

THE

Murray Ledger
& Times considers its
sources reliable, but

Start.
Ledgers ":Pr
121017SY

CVS 5 now accepting
for
applications
Pharmacy Technician
area
Paducah
in
inquire at Murray CVS
EOE

do
inaccuracies
occur. Readers using
this information do so
at their own risk.

PART time mechanic.
Apply at Murray Rental
& Sales, 200 E. Main
St. 753-8201.

Although
persons
and companies mentioned herein are

EARN extra income.
Seasonal employment
preparing income tax
return Classes available. Call H&R Block in
Murray at 753-9204.

believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for
their activities.
Last and Found
$100 Reward! 5 yea
old, neutered male ca
"Sparky*. White with
grey/black splotches
Lost July 30th southeast area.
(270) 753-0273
FEMALE Fawn Pug
named Chloe lost in
the Irvin Cobb Roan
area Reward Please
call 293-6091

busmen'
MEDICAL
office seeking experienced

receptionist/

insurance clerk. Send
resume to 2957 U S
Hwy 641N, Murray, KY
to
or fax
42071
(270)759-1215

United 1,"Way

Now hiring talented
energetic licensed c-os,
metologisr ono MII!
We
sage therapist
offer great employee

benefits For more
information please mtli
767-0760

NOW tatting appliesbons for all positions
arid an thighs. Apply
In person at Sonic
Drive-In, 217 S. 12th
St, Murray, KY. No
phone calks.
SPORTABLE

Scoreboards offers
opportunities for incevictuals who share our
positive commitments
and goats
We are in sear& 01 full
time, day shift employees to fill positions in
1)
areas
these
Ei•etronic/cfrcult
board wale acme
experience required. 2)
Scoreboard assembly, using small hand
tools and
schematics
required

reading
are

Successful canordates
sell-motivated:
are
detail oriented and
take pride in the quaRty
of their work.
Salary is commensurate with experience

mfg_ recrulting•scor
aboardtcorn

What Matters
607 Poplar St # F
Murray, KY 42071
(270) 753-0317
VINVVI mccunitadway corn

top line, almond color. For $400

(270) 753-3265

KENMORE
washer/dryer $200
573-673-6792
270-809-5345

SONY Flat Panel TV's
Full line of all Sony flat
panel TV's All the
newest makes and
including
models
XBR
Best
Sony's
series. On display for
free delivery & set-up,
surround
custom
sound installation also
available. Guaranteed
lowest prices, locally
owned and operated
Come in see these
magnificent TV's in
Murray
action
Telephone
Electronics. Inc., corner of 8th and Arcadia.
(270)753_7567

Ageloxes
LARGE
.SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES
WitiR6 ELKINS

L

condition.

MOM COMPUTERS
Service/Sates
Repairs/Upgrades
759.3558

ANTIQUES, Call Larry
753-18.13
CASH paid for
good, used guns

Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S 12th,
Murray

SCRAP
CARS

Housecleaning
270-759-9553
(

OR

WILL clean houses.

ELECTRIC

(270)293-5808

PEDAL) BIKE FOR

.1111 I

11410:iontratIrifilpr

(Hilt
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1 BR apt. venous lacations, Coleman RE.
Move in free days.
753-9898
2 BR, 2 BA duplex,
very nice with intercom
system, walking distance from %1St.). all
appliances included.
handicap accessible.
No pets $650
753-5344

2BR duplex, nice,
C/1-1/A, appliances furnished. Various locations. Coleman RE
753-9898
28R& 3BF1 apartments
available. Great location. 1 year lease, 1
month deposit, no
pets. 753-2905

753-1252, 753-0606,
761-3694.
4 BR. 2 BA. all appliances. Move in free
days. Coleman RE
753-9898

Rental Propem &
Pioçrvrty Manarment
Semees available

b03 Main St
753-6361

2N Ford Tractor &
Bushog $1,750. B Allis
Chamber 5' Wood's
mower. 978-5655

Buffett B12 Clarinet.
used one year. very
good condition, excellent for band students
$250. 753-3190
FENDER Cyberdeluxe
guitar amp, like new
condition, great amp.
retail price $900. sell
for $425. 753-3190

CH 781-7355
scee lcomensoanealty coo
DUPLEX 2 Br, 1 Ba
new remodel, no pets
w/d furnished. $575 .1.
deposit. 293-6430
DUPLEX, 2 BR, 1 BA,
aft apliances furnished.
$500+ deposit.
References required.
761-4402 or 227-7865
EXCEPTIONALLY
nice, large 2 bedroom
with deck and outside
storage. All appliances
washer,
including
dryer, and dishwasher.
$500/mo, 759-5885 or
293-7085.
Large studio apt.
above Bradley Book
Co on campus, newly
remodeled 1303
Chestnut Street
$675/mo. Includes
water and sewage.
(270)293-3710.

Presidential
1992
14x70 3 BR, 2 BA
condition,
excellent
fully
furnished.
$12,000 436-5552
GOT LAND? Own land
or have family land
available, you can
qualify for $0 down
FREE
for
Cat

APPROVAL.
731-584-9429

save the environment
and eliminate expenses To see pictures and
complete description,
Han Obelie-mail
south net Of call Hart
Barnett 270-362-8483
or 270-832-0016

2 BR. $295
753-6012

NOW LEASING
1. 2 6 3bedroom Apts.
We accept Section
R vouchers.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday. Friday
Phone 759-4984.
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD *1-800-648-6056

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments
1505 Diuguid Drive • Murray. KY 42071

270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833- Ext. 283
One and Two Bedroom Apartments
Central Heat and Air
Accepting Applications
Red Bricks 30cents
each (270)436-2262

Office Hours 8 a.m.- 12 p.m..6
1 p.m. to 4 p.m.

Cr

44
Single Space - $12.00
(no more than two children per picturel
MAXIMUM 20 WORDS
Double Space - $18.00
MAXIMUM 40 WORDS
DEADLINE IS SEPT. 2 AT 5PM
ren),
Send payment, photo, names of grandparents, naniell of
and self-addressed stamped envelope for return of photo to:
Murray Ledger & rimes
P.O. Box 1040 Nfurray, KY 42071

MI
nnsid

WANTED FOR LEASE OR

3 BR house, CA-VA 1,
2. & 3 BR Apt

TOP quality
consignment furniture,
accessories and
antiques

Reed interbrs

Edo EINEN
Gesepreek
INN"Munk
Meow& ittents Mode
Thiry OsMonte

26R 'IBA duplex
Appliances, i 304
Peggy Ann Section 8
ok 270-753-0259

Homes For Wei

foam
polystyrene
(styroform)
blocks
Phone 270-492-6231

1

1 & 2 BR bedrooms
near MSU Coleman
RE 753-9898.

Cornerstone
Realty & Rental

Trombone, Yamaha
YSL 354 beginner
model, very good condition, $400. 753-7905,

Wanted: Starving arbst
would like to purchase
large pieces of used

Libra
eir!, plant
-Set
& Cu
hand
hold(
12 pi
off n

1 & 2 bedroom Apts
available Close to
MSU, College Farm
Apts, 978-1123

hutch $25. If interested, call 753-2059

beautiful
A
SALE
machine ready to help

I t.i k. .Il‘ IIIII

$400/set:

wingback
burgundy
chair $125; computer

Local retail business
for sale. Excellent
income for husband &
wife team includes all
inventory, Mr and
equipment. For more
ol'or, r,atocn rla
630-561-0203

Omar

('ath:
fur ei

o*Fe Rot

Home
(270) 7c-'1 1711
Daycare has openings
180
in her home Small
Furnishings I
daycare in a great .
home environment
Flora! Craftsman sofa
Autobond accepted
Low rates Please call and love seat, great
270-293-5212 or
270-753-7031

GRANDPARENTS DAY
SPECIAL SECTION
September 6, 2008

n

AMANDA'S

SportabIa
Scoreboards offers a
competitive, comorehensive benefit packApply at. 106
age
Max Hurt Drive. Murray
or orect resume to.

Maytag washer & dryer set_ Like new,

•Se

LEASE TO OWN:

Nice home outside of city limits.
on at east 1 acre (preferably more),
with 3+ bedrooms, 2+ baths. minimum 1700 sq. ft. with garage(s)/out- j
building(s).
Excellent references.

NOW Leasing at The
MurrayChase at
Offenng fully furnished
apartments with new
living room furniture
and pedestal beds.
Utilities included with
onto
Log
cap.
www.myownapartment.c.om or call
270 759-3003 for additional information.
tor
TOWNHOUSES
rent 3 or 4 bedroom,
2.5 bath, 1,400 sq. ft.
washer/dryer, refrigerator. oven, stove. dishwasher. 3 BR $630. 4
BR $800. No pets.
Security deposit $800.
1217 N 16th St.,
Murray. 270-348-0458.
MSU
to
Close
Meadowlark
Townhouses

Call (270)293-9800

or (270)293-7511
Hones For Rent
NEWLY renovated, 2.5
miles frorn MSU. 2 BP.
1 BA, on 112 acre its
town. new !ridge. cliw
cook top and central
hv/ac, non-smoking,
small pets with extra
deposit. $650 month
Cat 753-4247
MOO

Houses For Rent

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

1 or 2 bedroom house
n country Appliances
furnished. Central ii/A
$57500 a month, one
year lease, one month
deposit, no pets. Cali
753-2905.
2 BR home,
Farmington. Separate
workshop and office
Pets require extra
deposit. Call
247-6979
2 BR house, 1 1/2
blocks from University.
$425. 753-5992
2 BR on S. 9th St.,
garage, big fenced
backyard, appliances.
all electnc, air
conditioner, w(d hookup. 1 yr lease. $525,
call 270-767-0615
2 or 3 BR houses near
Murray.
downtown
753-4109
3 Br. 2 Ba in town
1500 Johnson Blvd
$750/month
available Sept 1st
270-210-0663

All ana ads pissed
In our paper re
posted on our
webtshe for free!

Rentals

1

_KEY MINI
WAREHOUSES
1850 St Rt 1215
'Murray KY 42071
70-753-5562.
J&L RENTALS

MINI-STORAGE
729 S. 411I ST. .
terser of 121S. & Glendale.
10X 10 $25 10115 MS!
(279)436-2524 '
(270)29349K

units available.
753-2905 or 753-7536.

HURRAY

LEDGER&TIMES 1
Home Delivery
3 me.
$30.00

ldell
Legmeo

Rest of KY/TN

All Other Mal s
Subscription
3 MO.
075.1111
6

3...-OSAI
I yr.---$105.116 6 eft-WA
1 yr.-MOM

Tiorvear & Ruchemaei

....$711.36

3 ma.

(1) 1;
squai
12) I
spacr
plus I
tiputr
Oall
tUR'

ear

tumis

OFF,
avails
lion
293-'
SHO
$450

1534
MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has

subscribe to the

I

STOf
40x4i
lated.
Sunb
$300,
Carlo
270)

AKC
Pupp
color.
2704
270-:
DOG
436-:

K-9
lialIc
your
603

753;
Shih
AKC
ferns
270-:

I
Cheek

Money Order

Name
St. Address
City

.12
air

I State

270-767-0615.

Need to fax
your ad?
Our number is
270-753-1927

1

,

Read 1
All About
It!

I

3 Br, brick on Melrose
Dnve, 2 Ba. new central Wheat, all eiectnc
bog fencer. backyard,
2-car garage, dishwasher, stove. w/d
hook-up. STV. lease.

$850. Cali

-V
•Vit

Daytime
Mail this coupon with payment to

1
I.

Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 11)40
Murray. KY 42011
Or call 1270i 753-1916

141
08/1
I?"
n

was

CLASSIFIED

Murray Ledger & limcs

I hursday, August 2S, 200$1 • 5B

STATEWIDE CLASSIFIEDS
W211ael

Mime

ITAIFIIITAMEM:t

ANNOUNCEMENTS

Monday, September I, 2008•10 a.m.
Al the Dan Nlilkr Auction Barn Lynn Grove, K.
From Mayfield take Hwy. KO to Hwy. 121, follow to
Hwy. 1836 Se. Follow to auction. See auction signs.
From Murray, KY take Hwy. 94 West to Lynn Grove.
turn onto KM follow to auction.
Mantel old & good Seth Thomas clock Co. w/Westrninstei chimes - nice table
w/4 mates & 2 captiuns chairs. needlepoint hottoms - nice glass doors & lighted china cabinet - small buffet - mmbk top wash stand base - old glass door
mirrored hack oval china cabinet - nice oak 10Ve seal • Leda' chest - knee hole
;desk - coffee table - step lamp tables - other old latop tables - nice sofa & odd
,,chairs - recliners - old wood arm chairs - old hand painted lamp - other nice
table & vanity lamps - set of twin beds with 2 chests & desk, bedside table nice pencil post turned post. fool & headboard with matching dresser v./wood
▪ off pulls - old record cabinet. sheet music Ikitsl - nice old Minnesota sewing
-machine with oak cabinet - 2 nice old odd dressers v./mirrors & stool - nice
.
xamtings & prints - 10 Ray Harm prints. 111 Evening Grosbeaks
121
kichmondina Cardinals - 3(Blue Birds -14i Coopers Hawk -15.) Cardinal On
Sunflower - (6) Whet - 171 Owl Algalins - 114) Acadieus - 91 Hummingbird (10) Cougar - other artist Jean Vilton Charles Fr-ace African Leopard Bengal Tiger by Charles Frace - nice oil painting - MSU yearbooks - Oriental
rug - wall mirrors - lot of 78 & 38 records - floral pattern upholstered chair -needlepoint pictures - antique dresser set - music boxes - lot of old Christmas
ornaments - Flashing Freddie doll - Wayne Bates pottery pieces - Chatty
Cathy doll - doll clothes - antique cameras - mink cape - full length fur coat fur jacket - fur collars - set of 8 Classical Music Piano Collection International
Library of Music - books of Chaplin Nocturnes - lot of men's & women's Jess elry - old manicure set - paperweights - crystal harp bookends - Howland meat
platter - 3 trumpets - cookbooks - lace tablecloths - pewter pieces - silver flute
- set of nice luggage - sterling silver pieces - lot of crystal - crystal punch bowl
& cups - gold leaf pieces - Lenox pieces - Haviland dessert plates - Lemage
hand painted plates - hand painted Royal nippon - crystal harp candlestick
holders - Taurus 357 rnag - Ivry Johnson 38 pistol - 22 Rahm pistol - I S&W
12 pistol - 410 single shot New England firearms - Sheffield knife. Chopper
off road bike and much more.
Lunch available • Not responsiblefor accidents.
For more information and your auction needs phone...
DAN MILLER 435-9194. DARRELL BEANE 435-4920
TERRY D PASCHALL 767-9223
BROKER & AUCTIONEER
Licensed lkicinOtt in KY & Tenn e1281 Firm 2333
Sorvice. odesn,f Cott. If Pays .

need to sell your house
my listings are low due to all
the sales we have had'
Call Steve Sammons
Cell 227-5818
Onluy,„ I irrellJ Jobs
-----

753-1492

TRAVIS
%SP"!AiA.
Pas
Sivik•outilui
•
SOS% 1K%I IS

27a-75A-1274P

&1111/111111111
AAA.,

without
*DIVORCE
$95
Children
DIVORCE with Children
$95 With FREE name
documents
change
(wife only, and marital
settlement agreement
Fast easy and professional Call 1-888-789
0 I 98

University
seeks
English matt, and eco
nomics instructors to,
day night and online
Fail quarter
courses
begins
September
Requires
22nd
Master's degree with 18
graduate hours in the
Expenenca
discipline
Send
preferred
resume now and tranto
asap
scripts
mda noel0sulli v a n 001.1
or Dr Daniel, 3101
Road.
Bardstown
Lousevee, KY 40205
No phone caNs please
EOE

•Sultivan

.Driver CDL Training
Class-A and B 866TRUCK
244-3644
AMERICA TRAINING
located in KENTUCKY
Job placement assistance State Training.
Dollars and Financin9
available to qualified
applicants
*Driver- COL Training.
Company Drivers- Sign
on for Exce Student
No
Grads weicome
COL? We can train'
American Eagle Lines,
800 38 7 - 1 0 1 1
www aerdrivers corn

-One order One check
One smart move' Save
time and money by
making one call to place
a 25-word classified in
70 Kentucky newspa(270) 443-6737
pers for only $250 For
*Driver- CDL -A PTL
more information conSupports The Rad.
the
tact
classified
INSTRUCTIONAL
White & Blue Students
this
of
department
with CDL WelcortvaUM/ Wades
Haing
Are
•Airlines
newspaper or call KPS
Ikons For We
training Co
7
Train for high paying excellent
1-502-223-8821
Earn up to
2002 Dodge Durango
Aviation Maintenance Drivers
Owner
BUILDINGS
4x4. one owner, dua
Career FAA Approved 46cpm
Greg Taylor
Operators
eatti •
Attorney at Law air $4.250 436-5508
*Buildings For Sale' program Financial aid if 1 4
lcprn No Forced
?93- 5507
qualified- Job placeSubstantial
Next
Beat
Contracts, Deeds
Northeast Co Urrvies
20x30x12 ment assistance CALL
Increase'
Titles. Closings
888,RTL DRIVE
call
Can
25x40x 14 Aviation institute of
$4900
0 Operators call 886741-45$111
Maintenance
49188813
14
x
30x50
$7900
Power
PTL DREAM
wasissiorlawasas MUST see' 99 Buick
35x56x16 5387
$9085
Only call 888-PTI..Park Avenue Ultra
40x60x16
$13,200.
bushhogCUSTOM
*AMERICAN HEAVY DREAM
wwwptlCALL CENTURY 21
all power.
Leather
50x140x19 EQUIPMENT TRAIN- Inc
$16,900.
ging call Marlon Cox
regarding a First Time
corn
Kelley Book
local
270-703-7452
$47,600. 60x100x18 ING
866-280-5836
Home Buyer seminar.
$4.945 Best Offer
$1000+
270-437-3006
$37.000 Since 19e0. 1- NCCER ACCREDITED 'Drivers
You could be eligible
753-8096
8 0 0 - 6 6 8 - 5 4 2 2 Equipment
Operator Weekly Sign-On Bonusfor a $7500.00 tax
OW HANDYMAN
2004 PT Cruiser
www pioneersteel corn
credit. This three
Training located in 35-41 cpm Earn over.
for all your handyman
35,600 miles $6,500
weeklyirbedroom with acreage
KENTUCKY Job place- $1000
needs 293-5438
BUSINESS
873-9387
000.
benefits-.'
could qualify for the
ment assistance State Excellent
OPPORTUNITIES
Caravan
Dodge
00
tax credit
training dollars and Need CDL-A & 3 mos'
$2950
CENTURY 753 1492
4600 Weekly Potential financing available to recent OTR 800-63500 Explorer Eddie
8669
$$ Processing HUD qualified applicants
house
CHARMING
Bauer Edition $3,850
No
PT.
Refunds,
near MSU on Miller 01 Kia Spoilage 4x4
Knight
•DriversExperience_ No Selling. *ATTEND COLLEGE
Ave 1424 sq ft 2-3 $2.900
Transportation.
Online from home
Call:
starting
cost
$89
BR. 1 BA, kitchen/ dinIN
04 Buick LaSabre
'Business Indianapolis.
Ad 'Medical
1-888-213-5225
270-293-5824
ning combo. vaulted
$4950
Division 888-346-4639.,
'Computers
'Paralegal
F6
Code
ceilings, garage, large
95 Pathfinder 4x4
'Cnminal Justice Job Be Paid For Your1,
‘
fenced yard with deck
$2,150
Strong,.
FINANCIAL
placement assistance. Experience'
270-293-7133.
978-5655
N.1 \\ v,1 \II \I
Company:
available. Debt-free
Computer
•IRS Troubles//? Get
GATESBOROUGH. 2
Financial Aid if quali- Home Time & Miles.'
weekly a special
the IRS off your back
homes, FSBO
fied. Call 866-858-2121 Earn $43000 1st year.'
•locally owned/operated
We can help-guaran4/3/3, 3.000 AC. 4.000
Medical) Vision/ Dental/•
759-1151 • 293-2763 teed, Former IRS www.CenturaOnline co 401K 4mos OTR expeacres
9
total,
90 Toyota 4-Runner
293-2714
1-800-427Agents
$209,000 080
rience required Get
pock-up with topper, 6
and •Can You Dig II? Heavy
Minch
0790
completely
3/2/2
Qualified Today'
cylinder. 5 speed, runs
I lantillitn,(4.raiii,New
Associates Our clients Equipment School Nett
remodeled
great. 166,000 miles.
Stable
never meet with the training
everything $154 900
program *Drivers
& !k141b10
$3.500. 978-6780
Great
417-337-3561
IRS!
Backhoes. Bulldozers, Company
1301 -St. Rt 121 N
and
Van
Trackhoes. Local lob Career
75343087
FOR
SALE
MURRAY Estates 3
111
[
1olant
Fleets.
placement asst Start Flatbed
BR, 2 5 BA.
•A New Computer Now!' digging dirt now. 8E6.- Smithway Motor Xpress
Immaculate. tastefully
Wanted Pontoon style
Since 1958! 23 YO. lyr
Brand Name laptops & 362-6497
decorated 5 acre lot
houseboat
OTR. CDL-A. 888-619desktops. Bad or NO
7 67-2246
Suntracker? In excelPET/PET SUPPLIES
ill
7607 seem.smxc.com
credit- No Problem
lent condition, local
Smallest Weekly pay, •All New HAPPY JACK
Lows Snake
New 2-4
*Drivers- We have Miles
(270) 252-0852,
merits avail its yours Kennel Dip II controls
Mown* innarnfog
Bedroom homes Benton
& Freight' Positions
NOW- Call 800-840- fleas, ticks, stable flies,
and Mujc.hHauiang
available ASAP! ClassIn Riverfield
5366
mange
mosquitoes and
Ask for !ditch
A CDL *flank endorseEstates.
Services Oftwad
dogs ment read. Top pay
on
270-227..0906
HELP WANTED
Matt Jennings
Biodegradable
premium benefits. Call
203-7872
-Able To Travel. Hiring Concentrated
•
larA4 •
'
At 877-484-3061 or visit
eight people, no experi- Southern States Stores
LAWN'S-Wag .
svww.oak leytransport
ence necessary. trans- mom,happyiacfunc com
REDUCED!
-Morniegg, Mankvning
II
1sthoia.lia
om
LAKE house. Three
portation & lodging furtarrdeciPing AREAL ESTATE
Leat Vacuuming
bedroom 2 bath with
nished, expense paid
•Enioy Traveling? High
double garage, waterSaeisfen guaranteed
training Work/ travel •Custom Built Brick. Earnings?
Self
front lot, with trees.
entire US. Start immedi- 2000 Sq.ft . 3 car Motivated?
4344 • ]:„-DELTA
753-1816 227-0611
storage shed, floating
ately. w*wo.protekchem- garage. 2 acres, 10 Truck Driving School.
boat dock. concrete
YOUR AO.
ical.corn Call 1 -407- minutes
Training.
day
111,7111.
from 16
ramp.
boat
COULD OE
405-1582
Tuition,'
MUMMA
Elizabetritownr Affordable
Call
$248,500.00.
HERE FOR
V Continuous WIN%
Grants Available Start
•IDRD Repair has imme- Bardstown 20 from Ft.
753-2905 or 293-8595.
Garage Boo- Service&
ONLY -$175 00
Call 24/7 1for Knox. Below Appraisal' Monday'
opening
diate
Repair
A -MONTH
www.into- 800-883-0171
restaurant equipment $255,000
Ovitner. Grog latnelleld
CALL 753-1916 •
Houses?
and refngeration techni- tube.neV191732, 502- •Guaranteed Weekly
293444SO
(270)
Immediate
Company 833-4213
cians.
Settlement Check. Join
Debt Relief!
Benefits and Good
ML GARAGE DOOR
Wil-Trans lease operaTRUCK DRIVERS
I27erst-Home
Since 1986
starting pay EPA is
INSTALLATION Repair
tor program. Get the
HELP WANTED
www.creativs
24 HOUR SERVICE
required Call for more
and Maintenance for
benefits of being a
.. Com . & Ind.
Re,
information 859-231- •Attn Drivers, Home lease operator without
residential and comLicensed & Insured
Weekends! Get Paid any of the risk. 8881190
mercial doors and
All jobs - big or small
40c per mile. Tarp pay
openers. 293-2357.
229-8712. Must be 23.
sale
per
vEarn $25
& a% bonus! CDL-A &
NEED a metal roof
OFFERING home tele- 6 mo flatbed exp. *International
Truck
installed? Call Damn at
phone seneco starting Req'd. WVT 800-246- Driving School located
Yamaha Kodiak 2x4 436-2867 Lamb's
270-752-0414
Professional Tree
at $24.95. Free Conned 6
0
3
ATV, recent full serv5 in KY Now enrolling stin
Service. Complete tree
Fee, Free features, No vreAv.vMonline.com
Aldridge & meCuiston
ice, like new, very low
dents Class-A CDL
removal, gutter
Rooting Co
deposits, No credit
miles, 2003 model purTraining Job assrsis
INC
Express
G
'Big
etc.
Bellsouth/
checks.
chased new 11-04. cleaning, hauling.
lance Financing to try
1114 peers esp.
livDnvers
expandinge
Insured.
AT&T markets only 1with extras $2850
Licensor:1 contractor
to help everyone Start
ing in a 50 mile radius
866-716-4537.
Fees Estimates
753-3190
working now' Call 888436-5141 A-AFFORDBowling
Louisville.
of
)2W-4020
Clean
2008 Roketta Tonga, ABLE Hauling.
Sought Green or Lexington, KY 780-5539
Families
*lost
4
gutters.
250 CC. 638 miles. out garages,
for Foreign Exchange call today for more *Midwest
Owner
work
2,400 or best offer. iunk & tree
Students. 15-18 years information 800-684- Operators
16,
ROOFING
Needed'
Lots of chrome
spending
APPLIANCE REPAIR
own
year
Has
old.
experience. 1
9140 x2
$1.05 ALL miles. No
761-4849
SERVICE 8 PARTS
money & Insurance
labor guarantee. Tear
quall-corn
Generous
Wanted.
Teams
•CDL-A
OR
293-8726
(2701
homes
off, nail over,
Call Today! American
700
fuel
surcharge.
2007 Gnzzly
$1.06
mile
per
Split
759-5534
estiFree
and repairs.
Student
Intercultural
Ducks Unlimited. Less
home
Guaranteed
$1100/wk Min per drivChuck Van Buren
mates. 227-5286.
Exchange. 1 -800-SIBthan 500 miles Lots of
weekends. Permits, fuel
teams
er
0/0
LING VAWI arse corn
extras $5750
Calloway
WEST
taxes paid. 2500-3000
$1.000
$2 45imile
kS-P11,,N);1.
270-752-0876
Frontier
County Development
miles
-POLICE OFFICERS. bonus 800-835-9471
1:11•4). Track Hoe. Dozer.
1800)991-6227
2006 Yamaha YZ450
Earn up to a$20,000
1 1:1‘
Bacithoe work, Septic
FV yeilowrblack 5016
bonus Train to protect •Class-A CDL Drivers •No
Truck
Driver
systems. Top soil and
Anniversary Edition,
your fellow Soldiers be Wanted Georgetown & Experience
Needed
delivsale.
for
Gravel
Area
conditior
excellent
leader in the Army Surrounding
a
Earn your CDL as you
ered. 270-210-3781.
Must sell $4400.
National Guard 1 -800- Company & OrOps No drive Company- Paid
I
270-559-2032
(270) 293-3403
GO-GUARD componce Tarp Flatbed Loads Driver Training Work
&
Pay
Excellent
2001 Big Bear 4
College Benefits, Home week- for Wil-Trans Trucking
•Spencenan
wheeler, great shape
and be OTR in three
Faculty
seeks Adiunct
ends, low deadhead
St.100 obo 227-2210
for WEBII and VIDEO miles Call M-F Elarn- weeks 888-428-6374
Must be 23
PRODUCTION
800-525-3383
5prn
2005 Honda Shadow
FREE
Licensed
FREE
Bachelor's ext 106
Requires
750 Aero- Excellent
Home Weekly
*Want
Estimates and insured 6stllnates
degree Teaching expecondition 9,000 miles
With More Pay'? Pun
rience preferred Send -Deliver RVs for pay! Heartand s
$5,500 obo (270)527Ohio
Additions, Drywall, Painting, Windows,
resume to pbloom- Deliver "new" RVs to all Regional! $ 45r mile
6918/(2701 703-2249.
Roofing, Decks, Sun Rooms,
field 8spencerian.edu 48 states and Canada. company dnvers $1.32
or Phil Bloomfield. 1575 Get paid to travel! For for
Screen Porches, Concrete and Repairs
12
Operators'
Auto Parts
Road details log on
Winchester
to months OTR
40502
KY
Lexington,
c
eryJobs
deity
.RV
WWW
Heartland Express:
Office: 270-761-6790
Candidates must reside on
8 0 0 4 4 1 -4 95-3::
Cell Phone: 270-978-1007
in the Lexington. KY
•Driver- $5K Sign-on www heartlanciex.--.
area EOE
14. 15 16inch
Bonus for Experienced press corn
.0
Starting al S2
Teams Dry Van & Temp
-11,

(AA)Government Funds available
for tat time buyers who own land
or have family land!
Zero down, easy financing!

Mow

(270)753-14.9
731) 247-

M

[MUNI

FREE
argrgmums
H

MON BEACH-1
h1ININISTORAGE

Meares Ledger k Times Fai
Housing Ad Notice
Ail real .stair adirrtned heretn
is subject to the Federal Fair
Housing Act which make. II
illegal to advertwe ans peeler•
ewe limitation or
heed on race. color rely
Qin lei. handicap. familial -tofu. or national origin. or Intel,
11.111 in maw an, vach prrferrnces, imitates-. II dnwnmin.arnm
Slate law. forbid dnennunation
in the .ale rental or ad,erhung
4 n-al e•dale hared on factor, in
addition to Mow protected
under federal la.
Ise sill knowingh accept r
advertising for red e.t.a* isi
,•
is not in violation of the law
percors are hen-h, mformed
that all dwellings alseriesd ar.
avallable on an equal 1,rportu!ha.s
nil
ha latin,,bipsastage, soth 1.4 or
liousing Adlertiling remorr
ments. contact AA lournal
Rene P Milan, --,11.4APOO

*Ali Sae Units
Availabie
•plow Have
Climate Control

753.3115
Said Si.
PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
&Inside climate control
storage
•Secunty alarmea
'safe A dean
•We sell boxes,
•We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

YARD SALE
1461 BURKEEN
ROAD
LEFT OFF NEW
HWY 80
THURSDAY
FRIDAY &
SATURDAY
7:00-?
Table saw, baby
items, rifle, lots or
other items

BUILDING lot for sale
2701210-3781
270)559-2032

YARD SALE

Kentucky Lake lot
53.750 nbo
228-826-3-430
450
Firms For Site

703 BROAD ST.
(1) 1300 to 2000
square feet
12) Individual office
si)aces with furniture
plus reception area or
lisputique retail spaces
Oat) 753 1492 - CENILIRY 21 -

FRIDAY 8/29

(bean-up shop. utilities
washer & dryer
furnished. 293-6430.

boys 8 womens

OFFICE or retail space
available. Prime location. 753-2905.
293-1480
SHOP for rent
$450.00 a month. Call
753-2905 or 293-8595.
STORAGE building
40x40, gas heat, insulated. located 406 1/2
Sunbury Circle Murray.
$300/month. Cali
Carlos Bleck.
(270)436-2935

MC Scottish Terrier
wheaten
Puppies.
color. beckyho0att.net
270-236-2210.
270-236-2751.
DOG Obedience
406-2858.
K-9 Couture
Halioweer costumes
tqys. and treats tor
your pets have arrived,
603 Main St, Mon-Fri
97-6. Sat 10-2.
753-7522
puppies
Stitt Tzu
male.
AKC/CKC
$25C-S350
female
270-2510310
Yard Saki

7:00-3:00
Furniture,

45 acres, 42 Cropland
Rd Frontage on two
sides Kirksey area
489-2740

knick knacks,
trolling motor,

11111
[

clothes

1614 Sunset Dr. 3 or 4
BR, 2 Bath. 2 car
garage,
workshop/garage in
back, possible owner
finance. Open House
Sunday 2:00-4:00pm
$142,900 293-0263.

BIG
YARD SALE
OLD CITY
PARK
Corner of 8th
& Payne
Fri & Sat
8:00am
Clothes, odds
& ends, too much
to mention

YARD SALE

1

DOWNTOWN
STELLA FORMER
STELLA STORE
FRI, SAT, & MON
7:00-?
Paint stain.
wallaper. carpet
remnents, laminate
too much to
mention

Free
Pallets

4-PART'!
YARD SALE
1252 ST RT 121N
Just past Tucker TV

of Murray Ledger

Fr) & Sat

& Times

Loading Dock

6:00em
Nascar cote-cities
dishes pictures TV
bathroom accessories
men s S women s
clothes- all sizes
;a...dealer leaf hinee,

or Ode

First Come
First Serve
Please
No Phone Calls

3813R/2 be brick home
on 7 acres in north
Calloway, fenced with
barns_ Price reduced!
753-2761 293-2819 or
www.owners com/WT
W7832
3BR. 2 BA brick home
in wonderful neighborhood. New kitchen
appliances, new carpet
& new Pella windows
Fenced back yard has
large deck and storage
building with elect,laity
Located 806 Bagwell
Blvd $124.500 More
info at yinvw,forsalegyowner,co.m #27196614
Call 759-0674
3BR, 2BA. 1,500sq.ft .
hardwood floors, close
to MSU, $79,900 Day
293-5483, night
293-2987.
4 BR,2 BA bnok house
on 36 acres Large
family room with firebasement
place
Toward New Concord
$82,000
731-644-0783
MOVE
ATTENTION
UP BUYERS. Owner
willing to trade. For
sale 4 Br, 2 Ba. 2.534
sq ft up scale home
construction.
new
I
Saratoga
Free
Subdivision.
message
recorded
ext
800-986-2789
2151 or direct
270-804-1655

14

JOE'S JOBS

Tr

Hill Electric

753-9562

Cahoon Construction,u.c

USED TIRES
mounted

toll 753.5606

97 Explorer Eddie
Bauer, fully loaded.
everything,
power
leatther. Mustang GT
engine. $6.300 book.
$4.300 obo
417-337-3561

Free Nlaintenance & Debris Removal
Trees shaped, trimmed or removed
Stump removal • All modern equipment
24 hour emergency service • Licensed & Insured

Ron Frame, Jr.
Res.: 270-474-0323 • Cell: 270-227-3140
No job is complete until customer is satisfied.-

TROYER'S
Construction
Pole Barns. Garages.
Additions. Decks
Shingles & Metal
Roofing
Owner Daniel Troyer
12701804-6884

Control Solo lanes also
available 0/0s & COLA Grads welcome Call
Covenant (866)6842519 EOE

TRENCHING
731-782-3951
731-336-5288

YEAPRY S
Tree
Free estiService
mates Phone
436-2562, 227-0267

a

Murray I,edger & Times

CLASSIFIED•:

toli • Thursday. August 2. 200a

riven Janne

STEYE's Handyman

CHAW
REAL ESTATS
AUCTION

Services
•Pa.nting +Muting
.Carpentry
Work
•Yaro
.Gutter Cleaning
•Ft,essure Washing
*Installations such as
tans and much more
•Sig & Small Jobs
Welcome
*Prompt Rea/ibis
Service

915A COLDWATZR
MURRAY. ET

Public notice regarding confidentiality and:
Child Find for children with disabilities
in need of special education or 504

such an impairment
The Murray lu.depe intent because of
the ted iii writing to the Frint.,pai .it
need Special Education services.
and
)
(MISD
District
School
school.
Family Education Rights and your child's
School Children eligible for 504 servicCounty
-Directory Information" is Calloway
Pnvacy Act, wntten policies and
ongo- es include those children who
an
have
)
(CCSD
procedures have been developed information contained in an edu- District
E.STA1
physical or mening Child Find system, which is have a current
y
which describe the Murray cational record which would not
(27o)978-1743
and tal impairment that currentl
identify
locate,
to
designed
harmful
ed
be
consider
y
Independent School District's generall
ally limits some major.
substanti
a
in
residing
child
any
8
evaluate
LLC
disNG,
if
THE Murray Ledger
BTM EXCAVATI
(MISD) and Calloway County or an invasion of pnvacy
e life activity which causes the
Times considers its
closed. This infc.iililtion may home, facility, or residenc
District's (CCSD
School
but
student's ability to access the
*Dozer
iekable.
hoe
sources
•Back
bound•Trackhoe
within its geographical
requirements regarding the(on- be released to organization and
inaccuracies do occur
school environment or school
twentyto
(3)
three
age
aries,
is
'Ponds •Driveways •Clearing
data
for
need
whose
fidentially of personally identifi- agencies
Readers using this inforactivities to be substantially lima
have
may
on
who
years,
moliti
-*De
(21)
one
ms
help
Syste
*Septic
mation do so at their
able information and Child Find connected with student
ited.
of
need
in
be
and
y
own risk Although peractivities. Stated in this notice is activities. The parent, guardian, disabilit
Child Find activities will
We deliver grattel. fill dal
on or 504 servicsons and companies
of your rights under or eligible student currently Special Educati
y
summar
a
throughout the school
continue
are
clav
end
herein
pondrock
d
mentione
topsoil, white
es. This includes children who
the Act. These rights are passed enrolled may request all or part
believed to be reputable
year. As part of these efforts the
are
who
those
in
school;
not
are
be
ion
informat
y
on to the student at age eighteen. of the director
The Murray Ledger 8
will use
in public, private, or home MISD and CCSD
227-3032 Bobby
Times, nor any of its
For the purpose of this notice, withheld. The request must be
ion, student
informat
g
screenin
highly
are
who
those
employees accept any
293-1991 Tripp
the student 18 years or older, in writing to the Principal of school;
who are records, and basic assessment
responsibility whatsoevto as the "eligi- your child's school within 30 mobile such as children
referred
be
will
6
pm
after
646
753-7
er for their activities
those information it collects on all
and
s:
homeles
or
migrant
notificathis
after
ble" student. Parents, guardians, calendar days
children in the District to help
grade
from
ng
advanci
are
who
The
and eligible students may tion has been distributed.
locate those children who have a
are
but
need
may
who
to grade.
review and inspect all education whiten request must specifically
y and need Special
disabilit
n
receiving Special Educatio
records relating to that student state what information may not not
Education or 504 services. Any
and
MISD
The
.
services
504
or
y
infordirector
as
d
by making a request to the be classifie
Districts collect
CCSD will make sure any child information the
Principal of the school where mation.
Find is mateChild
through
qualwho
district
its
in
In accordance with federal enrolled
that student attends. The MISD
ially.
confident
tamed
or
n
Educatio
the ifies for Special
concerning
and CCSD will presume that the regulation
The MISD and CCSD pross of how
the authority to release or transfer of education 504 services, regardle
have
parents
a public notice in the native
vide
in
latest
the
provided
is
with
y,
disabilit
plowing
the
at
It's
-severe
Ky.
of
this
POND,
EN
policy
,..CiOLD
review and inspect records relat- records, it is the
e or other mode of comlanguag
al
on
tradition
a
Educati
Enjoy
Special
plows.
ate
1850
appropri
getare
Wiliest time! The days
ing to their child unless the dis- school district to forward educaon of the various popumunicati
and
to
the
cost
Punch
no
at
staring
ting shorter and fall is just puppet show
advised in writing tion records on request to a or 504 services
lations in the geographical
- trict has been
around the corner. Come cele- Judy. who have been entertain that the parent does not have school in which a student seeks parents of the child.
to the
Parents, relatives, public and boundaries of the Districts
brate the fruits of the season at ing children and adults for gen- legal authority under applicable or intends to enroll. Parents
If you know Of
feasible.
extent
ed
concern
,
and
agencies
.
pnvate
copy
erations
185('s
Annual
the , 19th
state law governing such matters may obtain upon request a
within the
New this year is an ongoing as guardianship, separation, and of the records transferred. The citizens are urged to help the a child who lives
Agncultural Fair. formerly the
MISD or
the
of
ies
boundar
child
any
to
MISD and CCSD keep child and MISD and C('SD find
Harsest Celebration. at Land game of cricket, often referred
divorce.
CCSD or who attends a private
y
and
disabilit
a
Tom
have
may
brother.
who
older
's
combaseball
a
secure
as
in
(LBL)
record.;
Between The Lakes
Personally identifiable infor- youth
school within the
Melville, cricket enthusiast, will mation is not released to another puter system and files in each need Special Education or 504 or home
National Recreation Area.
ies who may.
boundar
District
to
need
Districts
The
services
.• The Homeplace living history teach the fundamentals through- party unless there is written school and in the central office.
and may need
y,
disabilit
a
have
date
or
age.
For students who have been know the name and
Mani will host the event on out the day.
authorization front the parent or
but is not receiving Special
name.
the
child:
the
of
birth
was
of
Special
harvest
for
1850's
eligible
ned
"An
determi
iaturday. Sept. 13. The fair honeligible student (i.e., a student
services,
also who is age 18 or who is attend- Education, educational records, address, and phone numbert s)of Education or 504
ors the heritage of farming in the demanding work, but it was
the informasend
or
call
please
posthe
:
or
guardian
parents
the
celebration ing a postsecondary institution), will be destroyed at the request
for
r850s and offers a unique oppor- a cause
s Director
their or there is a "Legitimate of the parents when they are no sible disability; and other infor- tion to each District'
Minty for celebrating just like Showing off the best of
Education/504
Special
if Special of
ne
to
determi
mation
educalatthe
to
provide
about
needed
longer
learning
and
Educational Interest" as defined
thd .farm families of the past. labor
tor. If you now of
s or services. The Education or 504 services are Coordina
Kxpenence an agncultural fair est scientific farming informa- in the policies and procedures tional program
who may need this
someone
calls
phone
and
Letters
needed.
for- for confidentiality. A current list MISD and CCSD may destroy
as The liomeplace brings this tion, farm families looked
d to another lantranslate
notice
MISD
the
ways
the
of
said of employees' names and posi- the educational records of a are some
eNciting rural event back to life. ward to these annual fairs,"
informa- guage, given orally, or delivered
the
collect
CCSD
and
request
parent
Events
without
child
Special
tions who have access to personThe day 's activities are diverse, Cindy Earls,
in some other manner or mode
har- ally identifiable information is three years after they are no tion needed. The information
mcbiding The Dixie Volunteers Coordinator. "This historic
of communication, please colt:
will
collect
districts
school
the
educawith on file in each school. The longer needed to provide
iold-time string band), a live- vest celebration and fair
the MISD or CCSD Director
tact
of
parents
the
contact
to
have tional programs or services. be used
CCSD
and
stock display, heirloom veg- hands-on activities and penod MISD
find out if the child of Pupil Personnel, the Director
and
child
the
data
that
advised
are
Parents
and
beauty
the
described in their policies
etable and handwork exhibits, trades people brings
or referred of Special Education, or the
and procedures the condittons under contained in the records may needs to be evaluated
oxen training, rail splitting. of the fall harvest to life
or 504 Section 504 Coordinator. The
on
Educati
Special
for
Social
for
as a which personally identifiable later be needed
apple butter making demonstra- offers entertainment as well
for Murray Board of Education is
eligible
Children
.
services
how information is released to anoth- Security benefits or other puropen Monday through Friday
tions_ and period trades and way for people to see just
those
include
on
written poses. The MISD and CCSD Special Educati
crafts demonstrations. Penod aware of the environment farm- er person without
who from 7:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. and
ies
disabilit
with
children
te
indefini
an
for
retain,
of parental consent. Any parent or may
13th Street,
trades and crafts people include ers had to be for the success
the have autism, deaf-blindness, is located at 208 S.
guardian of a student, or any eli- period of time, a record of
y 42071. The
Kentuck
Murray.
l, shaker box maker, basket their crops."
emotiona
delay,
mental
develop
teleaddress.
753-4363. The
The event begins at 10 a.m. gible student may challenge the student's name,
maker. wet plate photographer.
atten- behavior disability, hearing phone number is
p.m. 'There content or accuracy of any mate- phone number, grades.
y County
Callowa
the
for
hours
y,
disabilit
mental
herbalist. weaver. and black- and wraps up at 4
ent,
, impairm
cider and rial or entries in the student's dance records, classes attended
ies. orthopedic Board of Education are 7:30
disabilit
smith; Children of all ages will will be fresh apple
multiple
year
and
ed.
complet
level
grade
the
and the office
to sample. Food educational records on
impairment, other health impair- a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
enjoy the -Contests of Strength apple butter
for purchase grounds that it is inaccurate, completed.
at 2110 College Farm
located
is
disabililearning
specific
ment,
and Skill." like pitching wash- will he available
with
Child Find for Students
your lawn misleading, or otherwise in vioKentucky 42071:
ers. old-time relay races, and a during the day. Bring
Individuals ty, speech or language impair- Road, Murray,
lation of the pnvacy or other Disabilities Under
day
is 762-7300
the
spend
number
to
plan
phone
and
The
or
chairs
injury,
brain
c
traumati
log-pulling contest.
student. Requests with Disabilities Act or Section ment,
the
of
rights
1850s.
the
who
in
and
visual impairment
Act
During the fair, try your hand
to amend the records are submit- 504 of the Rehabilitation
•

270-7
70-7 •

with

Agricultural Fair
set for LBL Sept. 13

Horoscope
for
BIRTHDAV
1:1APPY
Friday, Aug. 29, 2008:
Yetchave much to share though
could feel tied up by a personal
situation this year. Much of your
energy will revolve around freeing 'yourself from this issue.
Confusion, or perhaps at best
high idealism, surrounds your
work and daily life. Keep sorting reality from fantasy, and you
will make strong choices. If you
are single, you want a change in
your domestic life. Just do not
take the plunge too fast, OK? If
you are attached, a move or a
change within your home or
family life could rejuvenate
your energy. LEO reads you
cold.
The Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic:
4-Positive; 3-Average, 2-So-so,
I -Difficult

lacipiellee II
Jacqueline Blgar Is on the
Internet at http-J/www.lacqueIlriebigar.com.
(c) 2008 by King Featuras
Syndicate Inc.

next BORN TODAY
responsibilities, but ease up on and partner. Profit from the
Bergman (1915),
distracted to really hear Tonight:
Tonight: few days, and let your hair down. Actress Ingrid
little.
a
just
-yourself
Easy does it.
you can split early, do so. Take jazz musician Charlie "Bird"
If
or
friend
older
an
on
in
Check
leader
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
a walk around water or buy a Parker (1920), political
***** Someone wtli try to relative
Slobodan Milosevic (1941)
fountain. Tonight. Relax.
water
22-09c.
(Nov.
ARIUS
SAGITT
wayward
encourage you to be a
Lion if you are not careful. Think 21)
be more out of
'Friday," and recognize how you **** You could
Reach out
want to kick off the next few sync than you realize
determination
days. Your creativity flows, but for others, with a
Take off as soon
friends and loved ones want you to clear the air. early weekend.
an
-- NOW. Tonight. Whatever as you can for
Confusion surrounds communiknocks your socks off
cation. Check out a "vibe
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sopt. 22)
.
*** Another; demand or insis- Tonight: Opt for different
22-Jan. 19)
tence could toss you into a fren- CAPRICORN (Dec.
with one other perzy if you aren't anchored Don't **** Won(
results. Do not
be overwhelmed by all you need son to achieve
4
1
/
interfere. You
"Overlooking Beautiful Kentucky Lake"
to do. Rather, look at the allow your fears to
the
what
by
d
surpnse
be
prospect of taking an extra day might
conjure up
or two off Tonight. Vanish Don't two of you can
CatebgatiMg I/O 024/1.!
together. As a result. your thinktell'
ing and expectations transform.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
from a
NEW HOURS BEGINNING SEPTEMBER 2nd
***** Think positively, and Tonight: Get feedback
you discover the pros and cons key friend
-Feb. 18)
of key friends. You might feel AQUARIUS (Jan. 20
Serving Catfish Fillets, Broasted Chicken, Seafoods, and
***** Others Mink positively
pushed by a child or loved one
some of
Now Featuring Grilled Tilapia. Mahi Mahi & Chicken
Also, you might not be taking his Why not join in? Shanng
could
or her suggestions or inquiries your long-term desires got&
fun
Open 4 p.m. -8p.m. Tues., Wed. & Thurs.; 9 a.m.-8 p.m. Fri., Sat. Sun.
as intended This person only confuse the mix. A
together helps you to relax and
means well Tonight TGIF
accomplish what you need, and
end
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
few
*** Taking a stand might be it sets the tone for the next
270-436-5496
HWY 121
crowds
the
Located Approx. 15 mites South of Murray off
more important to you than it is days Tonight Where
Family
s
William
the
are
cut
by
ed
you
how
Operat
&
matter
No
Owned
Still
to others
it. you feel pressured by your PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
play could
no
and
*
*
*
work
All
expectaby
others'
and
finances
playmate
tions. Do what you must to mee! be make the Fish a dull
IT • RENT IT • RENT IT • RENT IT • RENT IT
IT • RENT IT • RENT IT • RENT IT • RENT
RENT
•
IT
RENT
•
IT
RENT
•
IT
RENT
•
RENT IT

ARIES (March 21-April 19)
**** Wake up tense, and concern might start your day badly,
but not it you let go of those feelings Relax, and let others
express their ideas You learn
more by watching Others see
that sparkle in your eyes. Start
sharing. too Tonight Fun and
games
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
*• Focus on what needs to
happen rather than get Into a
disagreement with a pivotal
associate First, you can be
nearly sure that others see
events and communication dif
ferentty Give up black-and-white
thinking, take up another view
Tonight. Well-anchored
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
**** Though you could get a
jolt from a loved one or sup
posed friend, you jump nght OVer
this early boomerang Notice
that others might be nionestl,
working under a premise that's
different from yours Later, when
talks occur a merger of ideas
will occur as well Tonight out
and about.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
**** Curt a need to hAvri

things your way You wil!
frustrate yourself and pert-,,•
distance a key loved one
Laughter opens you up to new .
that otherwise you woutd be to,'
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Cypress Springs
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AttiON nook

Rear Tine Tiller

Floor Buffer

Sod Cutter

Pressure Washer

Stump Grinder

Front-End Loader, Bach, Hoe
John Deere- Tractor

Aerators & Rollers

I

Drain Rooter

Over Seeder
& Power Rake
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LookingBack
10 years ago
Callou ay County High School
Band opened tits competition
marching season with first place
honors at the Kentucky State
Fair Marching Band competition
at Louisville.
Murray High School Lady
Tigers won 4-2 in their season
soccer opener over St Mary's
al Ty Holland stadium.
' Births reported include a boy
ter Joseph and Kimberly Patterson and a boy to Daniel and
Jody Hicks. Aug 21. a girl to
Christina and Chris Edmondson
and a boy to Darrell and Judy
Washburn. Aug. 22, a boy to
Belen and Carlos Tryo, Aug. 21.
20 years ago
Published is a picture of Terry
Lawrence going in to cast his
ballot for the Wet/Dry Referendum at the office of the Calloway County Clerk. He is voltog by special ballot as he will
be out of town at the time of
regular voting on Sept. 27. The
photo was by Staff Photographer Donna Newcomb.
Jack Cain. football coach at
Murray High School, and Jack
Haskins. football coach of Calloway County High School, presented an update of he coming
foot ball season at a meeting of
the Murray Lions Club held at
the Murray Woman's Club house
, Births reported include a boy
to Dwain and Sheila Baldndge.
Aug. 18.
, .30 years ago
Pamela Crittendon. 17. died
Aug. 27 from injunes sustained
when she was hit by a car on
Ky. Hwy. 94 West at Lynn Grove.
She is the daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Jack Cnttendon.
The home of Pat Butterworth
on Butterworth Road. off Ky.
Hwy. 94 West. was destroyed
by fire on Aug. 26 about 10
p.m•
County
Murray-Calloway
League of Women Voters will conduct a fund-raising drive during

the week ot Aug 28
40 years ago
Plans hase been finalized for
another luxury theatre in Murray, according to Tommy Brown
of the Capri Theatre It will be
called Cheri Theatre and will be
under the same roof as the Capn
on Chestnut Street
Cindy Wagar. Gayle Rogers,
Debbie Patton, Steve Arent and
Hal Kemp of Mumy University School. and Martha Finney
and Julie Jones of Murray High
school, will serve as volunteer
counselors at the MARC near
Owensboro.
Births reported include a girl
to Mr and Mrs Lloyd Cooper
and a girl to Mr and Mrs. Hugh
Edwards. Aug 24
SO years ago
County
Murray-Calloway
Jaycees will host the eighth annual Kentucky Air Tour This will
be made up of approximately 75
airplanes carrying 200 flying
enthusiasts from 12 states.
R.J. Burpoe and Ray Johnson will be an charge of the
services at Center Ridge Baptist
Church. located near the Irvin
Cobb Resort, on Sunday.
Showing at the Murray DoveIn Theatre is "An Affair to
Remember- starring Cary Grant
and Deborah Kerr.
60 years ago
The Calloway County Draft
Board No. 10 of the Selective
Service will now be open in
room 106 on the second floor
of the Gatlin building at Fourth
and Main Streets. Mrs. Mary
Neale will serve as the chief
clerk of the board.
Frances Fuqua of Calloway
County received her master of
arts degree from Peabody ColUniversity,
Vanderbilt
lege.
Nashville, Tenn She received
het bachelor of science degree
from Murray State College. She
is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs
Noble Fuqua_

COMICS / FEATURES
Acts of kindness can make
our world seem less scary
DEAR ABBY: "Missing the
Old Days in Arizona City'(May
K), the mother of a small child.
wondered how parents can feel
safe raising kids in a world
that is "crazy and scary." I.
too, worry about the state of
world
the
today, but
find comfort
in my children and in
the tact that
I am trying
to raise them
to be among
"good
the
guys.'

Dear Abby
When I was
a brand-nevi
mom. I was
in an elevator with two teenage boys.
When the door opened, one
of the boys stated to get off
first. The other boy put his
arm in front of his friend and
motioned for me to go ahead.
I was moved by his simple
gesture of thoughtfulness and
good manners. I thanked him
and asked him to also thank
his mother for me, for doing
such a wonderful job raising
such a polite young man. I
promised myself that day that
I would raise my children
now have three) to be like
him.
Please tell "Missing the Old
Days" there is good everywhere. She just needs to look
for it and to always acknowledge polite gestures so her
children and others can see
that there is still civility in
this "scary place" we call home.
-- MARGIE IN RENO. NEV.
DEAR MARGIE: I like
the way you think. As more

By Abigail
Van Buren

TodaylnIllstery
By The Associated Press
Today is Thursday. Aug. 28,
the 24 1st day of 2008. There are
125 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History
On Aug. 28. 1961. 200,000
people participated in a peaceful
civil rights rally in Washington.
where Dr. Martin Luther King Jr
delivered his "I Have a Drearn"
speech in front of the Lincoln
Memorial_
On this date:
In 1774, Mother Elizabeth Ann
Seton, the first American-born
saint. was born in New York City
In 1907, United Parcel Sersice
had its beginnings as the American Messenger Company of Seattle
In 1947. legerldar) bullfighter
'Klan°lete was mortally wounded
b) a bull dunng a fight in Linares.
Spain, he was 30
In 1955, Emmett Till, a black

teenager from Chicago. was abducted from his uncle's home in
Money, Miss , by two white men
after he had supposedly whistled
at a white woman, he was found
brutally slain three days later
In 1968, pollee and anti-war
demonstrators clashed in the streets
of Chicago as the Democratic
National Convention nominated
Hubert H. Humphrey for president
In 1973, more than 600 people died as an earthquake shook
central Mexico
In 1983, Israeli Prime Mimstet Menachem Begin, reportedly
despondent over the death of his
ife and the rising casualty toll
of Israeli troops in Lebanon.
announced his resignation.
In 1988. 70 people were killed
when three Italian stunt planes
collided during an air show at
the U.S. An Base in Ramstem. West
Germany

In 1995. a mortar shell tore
through a crowded market in Sar.;)evo. Bosnia-Herzegovina, killing
some three dozen people and triggering NATO airstnkes against the
Bosnian Serbs.
Ten years ago- President Clinton, speaking in Oak Bluffs. Mass .
said he'd become such an expert
in asking forgiveness in recent
days that it was now -burned in
my bones.- But he still stopped
short of offering a direct apology for the Monica Lewinsky affair
Five years ago: British Prime
Minister Tony Blair denied the
government had "sexed up- a
dossier on Iraq's weapons threat,
and said he would have resigned
if it had been true. A Defense
Department survey found that nearly one in five female All Force
Academy cadets said they had
been sexually assaulted during
their time at the academy.
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Surgery last,
best option

DEAR DR. GOTT: I read
people respond to each other
your column about a person who
with kindness, we create a
seems to have the sarne progresmore positive world in which
sive disorder of the spinal discs
to live, one good deed at a
that I have I have enclosed the
on
time. Read
doctor's report of my MRI
DEAR ABBY': I am so tired
1 am a 74-year-old man. I curof people talking about how
take
rently
civilization is falling apart.
one Ultram
Human history is filled with
tablet three
senseless acts of violence that
times a day
I am sure predate the wntten
and one Lyriword I think that because the
tablet
cs
media today are able to bnng
twice a day
the
across
from
us violence
I have also
globe. it appears to be more
had two hip
prevalent.
replacements
You cannot live your life
in the past 20
in fear of what might happen.
years
You can only do your best to
When
I
By
prevent bad things from hapget up in the
Dr.
Gott
Peter
pening to yourself and to othmorning, my
ers. Stand up and say "That's
left leg feels like someone has
not right" when you see someattached an electric wire to at. I
thing "bad" happen. Only
also have a great deal of pain in
through our own actions can
my shoulders. The electrical feelwe change the world we live
ing in my leg and the pain in
in. -- PHILLIP IN BATTLE
my shoulders last until I take the
Ultram, but then I still have some
CREEK
trouble standing or walking for
DEAR ABBY: I. too, get
too long. The Lyrics seems to
discouraged by the negativity
help, because, by about 10 a.m.,
portrayed by the media. But
I am able to get up and move
I've found that volunteering is
around somewhat better
a great way to find renewed
Because of all the pain, I tried
faith in humanity. Even if it's
a pain cliruc, where I was prejust an hour or two a month
scribed gabapentin three times a
at a shelter or a local organday. I later stopped it because I
ization, it is uplifting to come
felt very confused. I didn't know.
together with others who are
who or where I was Quality of
also trying to do good. -- WILLlife is important to me They also
ING TO HELP IN GRANITE
tried giving me an epidural block,
CITY, ILL.
which did not work.
DEAR ABBY: I agree with
My primary-care physician told
your advice. My husband and
me that I will have to have surI have a 13-month-old son.
gery when my bowels become
Like any loving parent, I want
involved. I feel that 1 am getting
to provide a better world for
too old to have surgery. Knowhim and all other children. We
make choices in our lifestyle
that foster a safe and loving
environment. We limit TV,
treasure our family time, and
protect him from exposure to
anything we deem inappropriSouth dealer
ate for his age.
Both sides vulnerable
that
son
my
NORTH
I want to show
•8 2
even though bad things hap1083
•K
pen, each of us has the power
•to ,s
to help others. Our children
s•Q J 1064
EAST
learn these important lessons
WEST
*Q 10 7 4
3
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•
through our example
•9 5
64
Rather than despair about
•K 8 6 4 I
2
•Q
news that often makes me want
•72
3
8
4liK
to cry. I have decided to take
SOUTH
*K 96
action. I want to do every•A Q J 72
thing I possibly can to improve
•A 7
the world my child will inher•A 9
it and teach him how to take
The bidding
East
North
West
South
care of it when it's his turn.
Pass
2•
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A
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TEACHER IN
Opening lead — queen of diamonds.
BEACH, VA.
This deal features a play that's
•
•
•
easy enough to appreciate alter the
hand is oser, but one that might easDear Abby is written by
ily be overlooked in actual practice
Abigail Van Buren, also
Wises be deal occurred. South
known as Jeanne Phillips,
won the opening diamond lead with
the ace and played the ace and
and was founded by her mothanother trump to the king Ile then
er, Pauline Phillips. Write
led dummy's queen of clubs and,
Dear Abby at www.DearAbwhen Fast followed low, let it nde
Los
by.com or P.O. Box 69440.
WCS1 woe with the king and led a
diamond to fast'. king. EaSI then
Angeles, CA 90069.
shifted to a spade, and the defense
scored two spade tricks for down
•
•
•

Dr. Cleft

mg what I have told you and
your past dealings with similar
patients. I would like to know
what your opinion is Should I
use with the pain or take a chance
with surgery'
DEAR READER: too have
enclosed the results ot your MRL
which shows severe degenerative
disc disease in several areas of
your spine The report recommends surgical decompression
should noninvasive treatments stop
working I believe that you have
reached that stage
Surgery is the final option for
most conditions Spinal surgery is
especially wornsome Despite its
vast advances over the years and
its relatively low incidence of
serious side effects, most people
are uncomfortable with it All surgery has risks, hut spinal surgery
is perhaps the second most detnmental (following brain surgery),
including permanent nerve damage, which may result in loss of
feeling, paralysis and more FOTtunately, with modern techniques,
the chance of adverse effects is
reduced drastically.
I suggest you speak with a
neurosurgeon or orthopedic surgeon who specializes in the spine.
These specialists can answer any
questions you may have, calm
any concerns and give you a realistic picture of what to expect it
is your choice to have surgery or
not, but before you can make that
decision, you must be informed.
As you said, quality of life is
very important. but you do not
seem to have good quality now.
If you are otherwise healthy, perhaps surgery is your best option.

ContractBridge

Dangerous Waters Ahead
'-inc
While it is tree that South was
unlucky to find West with both the
king of clubs and ace of spades, the
fact remains that South was responsible for his own demise_ Had he
refused to take West's queen of diamonds with the ace at trick one, he
would have overcome the unfriendly
lie of the cards.
The purpose or ducking West's
queen al the OULSCI is to prevent him
from later putting his partner on lead
with a diamond. By severing this line
of communication between the
defenders, declarer assures thc contract even though the club finesse
loses and the ,pade ace is offside.
Let's say West continues with a
diamond at trick two. Declarer wins,
draws trumps as behwe and tries the
club finesse. West takes his king but
is helpless. A diamond return presents South with a ruff-and-discard:
cashing the spade ace establishes
South's king, and a club return
allows declarer to discard two spades
on dummy's cluhs. Ail roads thus
lead to at least 10 Incks.
Note that if East elects to osenake
West's queen with the king at trick
one, South can counter by- taking his
ace at once The presence of
dummy's ten ensures that Fast will at
no point gain the lead to threaten
declarer's king of spades

Tomorrow: lest your play.
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1 Day- — paint
4 Orchid-loving
Wolfe
8 Get misty-eyed
11 Intentions
13 Camelot lady
14 Weed whacker
15 Laundry
additive
17 Realm
19 Museum
employee
21 Dash off
22 Protein source
24 Footed vase
26 Gross'
29 Watering
places
31 Pro vote
33 August kid
maybe
34 Movie rating
35 Fill-in
37 Friendly advice
39 Behold'
40 Pixie
42 Corsage flower

44 Read intently
46 — ex machine
48 Slap the cuffs
on
50 Rookie
socialites
51 Pull labonously
53 Worm seeker
55 Brownie morsel
58 Carpenter s tool
61 Half a pair
62 Ms Moreno
64 Medieval
weapon
65 Boathouse gear
66 Windows rival
67 Bagel partner
DOWN
1 Chatter
2 Small in
Dcx3patch
3 Bulova rivals
4 Gandhi
associate
5 Space width
6 Disposed of
7 Nose stimulus
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10 Hankering
12 Browns
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mum

18 Very
in Veracruz
20 Good for cacti
22 Sulked
23 Flagpole topper
25 Party fabric
27 Media star
28 Thugs
30 "Cogito ergo -32 Enjoy
a fine brandy
36 Hot dog holder
38 Dais
41 Not as empty
43 Damage
45 Airport pickup
47 Heat source
49 Common
cleanser
52 Expert
54 "10 actress
55 Serenade
maybe
56 Santa — winds
57 Cookie sheet
59 Novelist
Umberto —
60 Dr Morgan
of the comics
63 Polynesian
plant
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CALLOWAY COUNTY AT ROY STEWART STADIUM

Lakers, Tigers both debut anticipated teams for tivalry
SENIOR SPOTLIGHT

DEADLOCKED AT 13, ALL-TIME SERIES TIE WILL BE BROKEN FRIDAY NIGHT
By TOMMY DILLARD
Sports Writer
Josh McKeel took several
minutes Monday afternoon to
remind his team of all the reasons Friday night's crosstown
rivalry game against Murray
falls under the big-game category.
Among those reasons are the
all-time series record, which
stands deadlocked at 13, and the
chance for his Calloway County
hunch to take a first-ever lead in
the serv!s.
There's also the return to Roy
Stewart Stadium, the game's
new billing as the "Crosstown
Classic," the addition of a traveling trophy and, of course, all
the usual emotion and pageantry
that go along with the annual
rivalry matchup.
What McKeel didn't mention
to his squad is that there seems
to be a little more luster added to
this year's game, and it has nothing to do with sponsorship deals
or college stadiums and everything to do with the quality of
football being played by both
schools.
Both Calloway County and
Murray will debut anticipated
teams on Friday night. Both are
senior-led, both are oozing talent at the skill positions and both
have been building for this specific season for the past several
years.
"I think we're real similar as
far as having athletes and question marks(in the same places),"
McKeel said. "We're both very
good football teams."
The similarities end in the
two schools' offensive schemes,
however. First-year Murray
head coach Steve Duncan ongiRally planned to stick with the
spread offense Lee Edwards
installed last season. Recently,
however, the Tigers appear to
have abandoned the spreAd in
favor of a wishbone rushing
attack.
Murray fared surprisingly
well in scrimmages against
Hopkinsville and Lone Oak by
pounding the ball at opponents
with running backs Jamie King,
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Tba blinest imilodaso so my feedbag
wow My *ad
faierna loased doir WWI come
Beating Mayfield 40-7 in 2007
Nam I mot blaidat John Elway

The boot plow I ewor pdayed agaisat
Lone Oak's Jarnanelle Brown
libteor I smool MINK Chicago Bears'
wide receiver Devin Hester
MI.Malla ethos' plow Try to play
lootbal: in college

WHO I Am_
out aonattsloge Womb Public speaking
libief MOWS bow maxi I ON Mc Golf
I ovoid root .1,5, met MkThael
MICHAEL DANN / Ledger & MTN Phelps
Murray running back Jamie King will attempt to navigate the Calloway County defense Friday *engird maimea: BASE iumping
me boot mai I war bad: Every
night in the annual rivalry matchup. Calloway offensive tackle and defensive end Grant Christmas dinner
Williams (77) is one of several Lakers who won't play due to injury.
lead rd Nog ler baroolor 'Flambee
On by Led Zeppelin
ing returning rusher, who helped at halftime of last year's contest,
Shickill Davis and Matt Deese.
Addeas rd dem« ory allopido
Calloway, on the other hand, the Tigers rack up 240 yards on but fell victim to a late Laker ▪ a weft Cameron Diaz
will go with their usual spread the ground against Calloway last rally sparked by Brockman. N U.lo p a mod la U.nag deo
Though his team came out on John Garland (Cailoway WOE)
attack should senior quarterback season.
The Tiger defensive front the losing end, Duncan says last
Casey Brockman be cleared to
SIZING UP THE LAKERS
play by doctors. If he isn't, was supposed to cave to year's game may have actually &ming mbar: Kyle Crinendon (junMcKeel could throw a number Calloway back Tyrrell Willis in given his squad a confidence ior TO.)
of different offensive looks at last season's matchup, but boost.
Nog aolumalve Casey Brockman
"I sense that (confidence)," (senior OB)
Murray, depending on who is responded by shutting down the
scrimlast
our
bruising runner and forcing the Duncan said. "In
Fondant Austin Hargrove (junior
playing quarterback.
The injury bug has taken a Lakers to turn to their passing mage, we showed a lot of confi- WFVDB)
dence. They talk about (last Most roopendbbo CI. Dial (senior
bite out of Calloway's offense attack.
Though Willis is still a threat, year), but coaches and fans talk WFVD8)
this fall.
Ilsisetest Meru Garrett Gowen
Not only is Brockman ques- it's Calloway's throwing game about it probably more than the (freshman INII/DB)
tionable, but neither tackle that's receiving most of the players do."
While Calloway comes into
Giant Williams nor guard Logan accolades this season thanks to a
Sound bite...
Burks will play Friday night. breakout 2007 year. But for the the game as the favorite,
kat an exeseplary wort
"Ctny
tar
is
squad
his
claims
McKeel
With those losses, an already Murray defense, that talk only
from overconfident and the ethic end he's Intelligent.
undersized offensive line gets serves as a motivator.
"1 felt that we were prepared Lakers seem to be approaching lie's hist a ,at young non
even smaller for Calloway as
McKeel will call on junior Josh for it last year," said Francisco Murray with a sense of wan- who understands what hard
Humphreys and convened wide Vazquez, a senior linebacker. ness, especially given the level
wash is and lies not driraid to
receiver CI Dial to fill those "We've been emphasizing both of uncertainty surrounding
pot the tints in. He's retry
the run and the pass because Brockman's situation.
spots.
"Coach Duncan's got those keted."
Sophomores laxon Keyes Calloway is a good team at
Heart coact' lost McKee!
and Justin Downs are also likely doing both, so we just want to guys ready to play," McKee(
to see time off the bench on the make sure we're ready to tiefend said. 'They're a different ballWe
year.
last
were
they
than
line, and can add size should the whatever they throw at us. (The club
hype)just helps us get mentally know they're very, very good
Lakers need it.
and we're going to have m play
ready."
begin
will
Murray's offense
Murray led Calloway 21-14 very well to beat them."
with King, the state's third lead-

WHO I Am_
Nobody Isom be, adocie I U.kw Be,
lazy on weetiends
N.dialdes wealarail 111 could maka:
It pro
My mot /nod poseassioos arc My:
Silver necklaces
The boot must I ovoe bad was: ChIckfar)
and vreens
rd a isc bamboo:'That's 'What's Up' by Yo Gott,
Ilokasmo Mike-G
/am* rup artist Yo Gotti
I mid sod Ma be mot Dem
Hester

SIZING UP ME TIGERS::
Nandost water Demoree Fields tay
iOf REMO)
Meet oamprillemc Francisco Vazquez.
(senior REVLB)
Funisissik Brandon Wicks (junior
MB/OS)
Mod ekapoodblo: Jordan Garland
(senior 08/DB)
Orlibboot Mora Jose Lemus (fresh.,
man RBiDB)

Sound bite...
"Nikko( is a guy that's quiet,
but he's just corning into tift
awn right nrivi. He's a eiry
that I think could become a
college prospect with Ms
NMI! and his week attIteete.
N.Is nee of the bigot blockees
on the team. I think he's hest
now darting to realize t4tat
he can do."
-Head coach Steve Duncan

6000 mesa

/est Wishes to the
Tigers mid Lakers
fora
Great Seas*
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